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Abstract
Structured light refers to the generation and application of custom light fields. As the tools and
technology to create and detect structured light have evolved, steadily the applications have
begun to emerge. This roadmap touches on the key fields within structured light from the
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perspective of experts in those areas, providing insight into the current state and the challenges
their respective fields face. Collectively the roadmap outlines the venerable nature of structured
light research and the exciting prospects for the future that are yet to be realized.

Keywords: structured light, tailored light, shaped light, sculpted light, structured illumination,
orbital angular momentum, vortices, structured polarisation
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1. Introduction

Halina Rubinsztein-Dunlop1 and Andrew Forbes2

1The University of Queensland
2University of the Witwatersrand

Structured light, tailored light, shaped light, sculpted light:all
terms that one finds in the literaturereferring to the generation
and application of custom light fields. Invariably the topic is
coherent light although it need not be, and the subject matter
is the study and application of light with structured intensity,
polarization and phase. But these paradigms are shifting as
the field matures. In previous decades structured light would
refer to intensity patterns at a particular plane (as seen on a
camera), created perhaps by diffractive optics; today the tools
exist to create custom fields in multiple planes using dynamic
and geometric phase control, as recently shown with the 3D
polarization Mobius strip. The tools to create have been
mirrored by the tools to detect, and steadily applications have
begun to emerge. One needs to look no further than the 2014
Nobel prize in Chemistry to see the impact of structured light
and its cross-disciplinary influence. A key technology that has
enabled this has been spatial light modulators (SLMs), ori-
ginally designed for projection systems but for a decade now
used routinely for generating structured light fields, including
more conventional fields such as the eigenmodes of free
space, waveguides, fibre optics, and so on. A slightly newer
development is the use of digital micromirror devices
(DMDs), also originally developed for projection systems that
provide themeans to produce high speed dynamical struc-
tured light fields. It is inevitable that we will see further
technological advances to fuel progress, sometimes in a cir-
cuitous fashion: SLMs havebeen exploited in projection, but

onlyto enable single-pixel imaging through structured
illumination.

In recent timesstructured light has become synonymous
with orbital angular momentum (OAM). The richness of the
topic as well as its myriad of applications has seen it attract
much attention. Today the fundamentals of angular momen-
tum remain the subject of debate,11 while the applications
have extended from imaging and 3D micromanipulation to
classical and quantum communication.

Going forward one wonders what exciting prospects
awaitthe expansion of structured light concepts beyond the
spatial domain, for example, the shaping of light’s time
envelop and frequency control. Could we see optical fields
structured in all dimensions and in all degrees of freedom?
The link between imaging and structured light has only
recently started to appear, and surely we will see many
advances in this field in the future. Intriguingly, the concepts
within structured light can be extended and appliedto waves
in general, and recently there has been active interest in
structured electron waves. Might we be able to control matter
waves with the same degree of ease as optical fields? With the
benefit of shorter wavelengths, could this enable a technology
leap in microscopy?

This roadmap alsopoints tothe future integration and
compactness of solutions. Structured light from the source, or
at the micro- and nanoscales, lag behind the tabletop solutions
we have today. One might expect a move to miniaturization
as application fields mature. And it is applications where we
might see the most developments in the future. Most appli-
cations today are laboratory demonstrations; might we see
technology adoption and commercialization in the future?

This roadmap outlines the venerable nature of the field,
touching on the key fields within structured light, but also the
exciting prospects for the future that are yet to be realized.
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2. Vortices, natural and deliberate

M V Berry and M R Dennis

University of Bristol

2.1. Singular optics context

In coherent light, represented as a complex scalar field in free
space, an optical vortex is a place where the phase is unde-
fined: optical vortices are phase singularities. Since the
complex amplitude is a single-valued function of position,
this can only happen where the intensity is zero (nodes). They
are called vortices because the gradient of phase (local
wavevector, i.e. optical momentum) circulates around
them [1, 2].

Optical vortices occur typically (‘generically’) in the
absence of any special conditions; they are natural structures
[3]. They also occur in light that is deliberately structured, for
example, in cylindrical light beams with a uniformly
increasing phase around the axis (such as Laguerre–Gauss
beams). Around the axis of such beams, the phase changes by
±2πℓ for integer ℓ (ℓ defines the vortex strength). Natural
vortices, such as those in figure 1, only have strength±1.
Under perturbation a higher-order vortex of strength ℓ breaks
into a cluster of ℓ typical ones.

In a 2D plane, such as an observation screen, typical
vortices are points. In 3D space, they are lines,threads of
darkness, a ghostly skeleton of typically complicated wave-
fields. On optical vortices, wavefronts (constant-phase sur-
faces) end, leading to an analogy with crystal dislocations,
where planes of atoms end; optical vortices are wave dis-
locations [1].

Optical vortices occur in complex scalar fields repre-
senting propagating waves. They should be distinguished
from the nodal lines (2D) and surfaces (in 3D) in the real-
valued fields representing standing waves, such as cavity
modes. The ‘dark interference fringes’ in diffraction patterns,
considered in conventional optics, are also surfaces in 3D, but
are approximations;perfect destructive interference typically
occurs only on lines, which of course are the optical vortices.

The study of optical vortices is part of the larger subject
of singular optics [4]. On the simpler level of geometrical
optics, in which light is represented by fields of rays (which
neglect the phase of light waves), the singularities are dif-
ferent: they are caustics, i.e. bright surfaces in space on which
the light is focused. Their typical structures are classified by
catastrophe theory. Caustics and optical vortices are com-
plementary singularities.Caustics are prominent high-inten-
sity features, in contrast to vortices where complete
destructive interference occurs, nestled in low-intensity
regions. On the deeper level, where light is represented by
electromagnetic vector fields, the singularities are different
again,for example, lines on which the polarization is purely
circular or purely linear (and typically different for the electric
and magnetic fields) [3].

2.2. Looking back

Vortices as phase singularities occur throughout wave phy-
sics. They seem to have been first identified by Whewell in
1833in the tides, i.e. moon-driven ocean waves circling the
globe,as (‘amphidromic’) points of no tide, from which the
cotidal lines (the wavefronts, loci of places where the tide is
instantaneously high) emanate like spokes of a wheel [1, 3].
In quantum mechanics they were identified by Dirac as
emanating from conjectured magnetic monopoles as quan-
tized vortices in superfluids, quantized flux in super-
conductors (in many-body wavefunctions satisfying equations
that need not be linear), in atomic and molecular wavefunc-
tions [5] and in electron beams [6] created by methods ana-
logous to optical vortex beams.

In optics, they were identified in light near dielectric
boundaries, near focal points of lenses with aberrations, in
edge diffraction, and in superpositions of plane waves. More
generally, as ubiquitous features of all types of waves, they
were identified in 1974in a study stimulated by ultrasound
scattered from crinkly metal foil (a model of radio waves
reflected by the rough terrain beneath the ice covering Ant-
arctica) [1]. In optics, vortices began to be explored experi-
mentally in the 1990sin structured light created using fork
holograms, spiral phase plates, cylindrical lenses or
SLMs [2, 7].

Also, in the 1990s extensive studies began of the OAM
of light, associated with the spatial structure of optical fields
[2]. Optical vortices and OAM are distinct but have over-
lapping concepts. In deliberately structured light, eigenstates
of OAM, with rotationally symmetric intensity and azimuthal
phase increasing uniformly, are centrally threaded by optical

Figure 1. Six optical vortices in two square wavelengths of a natural
wavefield: a superposition of ten plane waves with random strengths
and phases, with phase colour-coded by hue and streamlines (local
wavevector directions) indicated by arrows.
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vortices. However,in typical light beams, paraxial or not, the
total OAM per unit length need not be related to the number
of vortices threading the beam.

2.3. Looking ahead

In optics, as elsewhere, the morphology of vortex lines in
three dimensions pose difficult problems. In random speckle
patterns in 3D, it seems that most vortices are closed, and
some progress has been made in understanding the distribu-
tion of loop lengths. More interesting, and more challenging,
are topological statistics involving the probabilities of knot-
ting and linking in naturally occurring waves. Special
superpositions of simpler modes, such as Laguerre–Gauss or
Bessel beams, do contain knotted and linked vortex loops
(figure 2) [8].

A promising application is the vortex coronagraph, in
which an optical element consisting of an even-order phase
vortex expels the light from a parent star imaged on-axis,
allowing observation of its much fainter planet [9]. Under-
lying this technique is surprising new mathematics.

An application that already exists but which will
undoubtedly be developed further occurs in stimulated
emission depletion (STED) super-resolution microscopy [10].
Almost all the conventionally diffraction-limited light emitted
by a specimen is suppressed by a second illuminating beam,
whichcontains a nodal point (optical vortex) permitting
observation of small regions of the image. The technique
works because although classical optics restricts the smallness
of bright (e.g. focal) regions, dark regions can be arbitrarily
small.

The reduced scattering of photons in dark regions makes
the existence of singular points or lines with exact intensity
nulls (i.e. optical vortices) a desirable property in the optical
trapping of ultracold atoms and Bose–Einstein con-
densates [11].

There are several ways in which the theory of optical
vortices, and structured light more generally, intersect the
theory and formalism of quantum weak measurement. The
longitudinal and transverse shifts in the position and direction
of light reflected from dielectric interfaces has been inter-
preted in this way, leading to predictions of new effects, not
yet observed, in beams containing vortices as well as those
that do not.

The large local wavevectors (phase gradients) near
optical vortices correspond quantum-mechanically to large
momenta. These are predicted to transfer large, though rare,
‘superkicks’ to atoms in the field. This quantum deconstruc-
tion of classical radiation pressure (the patter of photons on
average) into large rare events near vorticeshas also not yet
been observed.

Another quantum effect, on excited atoms near vortices,
is that their darkness could be weakly illuminated by spon-
taneous emission into unpopulated vacuum states. The size of

the corresponding quantum core has been calculated, but the
effect has not yet been observed. The analogous effect near
the polarization singularities of vector waves has not been
investigated.

2.4. Concluding remarks

As natural features of wave interference, optical vortices are
intrinsic to all sufficiently complex structured light, and their
existence and properties in different optical phenomena
underpin the physical understanding of the spatial inter-
ference patterns.

The complementarity between vortices as phase singu-
larities and caustics as ray singularities reflects the asymmetry
of darkness and light, and both are intertwined in naturally
and deliberately structured light. As discussed, there are many
existing and potential applications for optical vortices, both as
intensity nodes and phase singularities.

Being objects of purely classical, monochromatic light,
there is no direct connection between optical vortices and
properties of photons. Quantum states of light, prepared in
simple vortex-carrying modes, such as Laguerre–Gaussian
beams, carry quantized OAM in units of ħ and the quantum
vacuum may shine through in the ‘quantum cores’ of optical
vortices [2].

Analogy is a powerful principle in physics, and optical
vortices, as the counterparts of vortices in hydrodynamics and
matter waves, may yet be the focus of deeper connections
between these areas.

Acknowledgments

Our research is supported by the Leverhulme Trust.

Figure 2. Three optical vortex loops forming Borromean rings,
unlinked pairwise but linked triply. (Courtesy of Robert King.)
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3. Structured light photonics and light–matter
interactions

David L Andrews

University of East Anglia

Status
Every interaction between light and matter has the capacity, in
principle, to reveal fundamental properties of one orother
component. In the early course of developing light beams
with intrinsic modal structure(as distinct from projected
illumination)there were some expectations that suitably
structured light might lead to new fundamental kinds of
coupling with matter, revealing different mechanisms, and
signalling new opportunities for molecular spectroscopy and
sensing. Although a number of those expectations have fallen
by the wayside—mostly on the grounds that such effects have
proved too subtle and of too small a magnitude to be
experimentally worthwhile—the exploration of a variety of
other interactions with matter has proved remarkably fruitful.

In the case of optical vortices, for example (see
section 2), one suggestion given early prominence was the
potential use of light with a twisted wavefront–as illustrated
in figure 3–to differentially respond to the sense of handed-
ness associated with chiral materials. Although this specific
idea has failed to produce viable applications, current pro-
gress on chiroptical phenomena has undoubtedly been enri-
ched by a renewed focus of attention [12]. At the turn of this
century, it might have been considered that the optical
mechanisms for probing molecular chirality were thoroughly
well understood and already at the limit of practical appli-
cation. Such certainties have been thwartedby a range of
clever studies revealing the occurrence of pronounced circular
polarization effects at surfaces, metallic nanostructures or
near mirrors [13]. Vector polarization modes are also opening
up new territory, through their capacity to controllably deliver
position-dependent, variable polarization [14].

To date, the most important applications of structured
light as a practical tool have arisen in other, quite different
areas. Most attention has been divided between thequantum
informatics aspects of optical communication, and mechan-
ical effects such as microparticle trapping, tweezing, ordering
and wrenching (see especially sections 15 and 16); the latter
including rheological applications for viscosity measurement
[15]. More exotic structured beam effects on matter—espe-
cially those connected with vortex features—have also been
identified in a variety of electronic and plasmonic
interactions.

The informatics aspects of structured light hold some of
the greatest promise (see sections 17–19). For light of a given
wavelength, travelling in a given direction, the prospect of
each photon conveying additional information, beyond that
afforded by the simple binary basis of polarization, appears
highly attractive [16]. Such considerations are not restricted to
cryptographic security; in the wider pursuit of high informa-
tion density per channel, additional capacity can prove highly

advantageous in reducing the photon budget and hence the
overall cost of data transmission.

Current and future challenges
While experimental research and technical progress continue
apace, there are considerable challenges to be addressed in the
realm of theory. It is arguable that some developments in
structured light are sufficiently extensive to warrant a rewrite
of many textbook optics. In this respect there are two tiers of
issue.At the most fundamental level there are new, unre-
solved questions about the character of the photon, andthe
capacity of widely accepted photon representations to ade-
quately capture the properties of structured beams as con-
veyed by classical representations [17]. At the very least,
these issues invite a thorough reappraisal of assumptions
underlying conventional theory (and also those that underpin
the type of calculations performed by some computational
electrodynamics software). But above that level, there is a
wider panoply of features concerning specific aspects of
structured light interactions with matter. Very few of the
emerging applications are as of yet represented in significant
works of reference.

Robert Boyd, an eminent figure in modern optics, has
commented that structured light should serve as a near-perfect
test case for thestudy of the quantum–classical boundary,
given that structured electromagnetic fields may possess a
higher information content per photon than is afforded by a
conventional Gaussian beam. Essentially two of the usual
three spatial degrees of freedom can be redistributed into the
assignment of transverse structure, yet it is not yet clear what
limits might be imposed upon the encoding of information by
such means, nor where such constraints might originate. In
what sense, for example, might the properties of a beam with

Figure 3. Wavefront surface over the span of three wavelengths for
an optical vortex with a topological charge of 3 (three intertwined
helical surfaces).
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a high topological charge (considered as a quantum number)
correspond to a classical limit? What potential features might
emerge through quantum entanglement between polarization
and spatial degrees of freedom, what scope is there to exploit
both a wavevector structure and the vectorial polarization of a
Poincaré vortex beam? There are also questions to explore in
establishing the relationship between the singularities asso-
ciated with these two typesof beam structure (see section 8).

In the interactions of structured light with matter, some of
the other pressing research issues have particular relevance to
data transmission, for example how to understand and prop-
erly model the effects of photon propagation through media
that exhibit density fluctuations or turbulence. Even the fun-
damental mechanisms for photon emission and detection
demand fresh scrutiny,especially if coherent sources of
structured radiation are to be seriously developed.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
Some of the issues identified above might in principle be
resolved by experiment; for others, even the devising of
suitable experiment is a challenge. Of course, experimental
studies can prove inconclusive, whilst others may lead to
unexpected disputes over interpretation,most notably the
question of whether genuinely useful enhancements of data
transmission rates can be achieved using OAM-endowed
radio waves [18].

It generally takes state of the art technology to prove or
disprove the existence of a conjectured phenomenon. For
example, while the continued development of q-plates and
SLMs paves the way for more precise tailoring of optical
beam structures, the most welcome development would be a
turnkey laser system for directly delivering beams with
aprogrammable structure,ideally one with tailored fibre
optic beam delivery. But even to explore the possibility of
directly generating structured light, as for example from
molecular arrays [19] or specifically tailored plasmonic

metasurfaces [20, 21], already places high demands on cur-
rent nanofabrication facilities. Addressing the intriguing
postulate that twisted beams might indirectly induce nuclear
hyperpolarization for magnetic resonance applications is
another quest that requires an especially clever integration of
nuclear magnetic resonance and laser instrumentation [22].

From the perspective of a theoretician, it seems timely
and necessary for the photon-based theory of structured light
to be further consolidated into a rigorous and broadly agreed
frameworkbefore further extensions can reliably identify
additional areas of application. This whole field owes its
development to a handful of original theory papers, and the-
ory will undoubtedly once again pave the way for new
developments. In particular, there is a pressing need to ensure
that commercial electrodynamics software, given its wide-
spread deployment by experimentalists, is written in terms of
code that properly accommodates forefront theory, and cor-
rectly accounts for quantum aspects.

Concluding remarks
Structured light has emerged as a new and vibrant topic—
now almost a distinct discipline—within modern optics.
Alongside beam-intrinsic features such as phase singularity,
OAM, transverse structure, structured polarization, essentially
diffraction-free propagation and beam steering, it offers a
wide range of novel opportunities to manifest novel features
in its interactions with matter. Moreover the field has already
led to advances in atom optics and parallels in the fields of
electron optics [6], amongst others (see sections 12 and 20).
At this stage in development, notwithstanding some already
proven applications, there remains a wide range of questions
to furnish further research,both in terms of theory and
experiment. Current progress heralds a future in which beams
of arbitrary structure can be produced and used to more
precisely manipulate matter, and to discern new kinds of
information through the exploitation of novel optical
mechanisms for sample interrogation.
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4. Electromagnetic force and momentum

Masud Mansuripur

The University of Arizona, Tucson

Status
At the foundation of the classical theory of electrodynamics
lies Maxwell’s macroscopic equations, namely,

 r⋅ =t tD r r, , . 1free( ) ( ) ( )

 ´ = + ¶ ¶t t t tH r J r D r, , , . 2free( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

 ´ = -¶ ¶t t tE r B r, , . 3( ) ( ) ( )

 ⋅ =B r t, 0. 4( ) ( )

In the above equations, rfree and Jfree are densities of free
charge and free current, displacement D is related to the
electric field E, polarization P and permittivity e0 of free
space via e= +D E P,0 and magnetic induction B is related
to the magnetic field H, magnetizationMand permeability m0
of free space via m= +B H M.0 These equations tie the
electromagnetic (EM) fields E r t,( ) and H r t,( ) to their
sources r ,free J ,free P, and M, which generally have arbitrary
distributions throughout space-time r t,( ).

Maxwell’s equations are silent as to the energy content of
the EM fields. However, once the Poynting vector

= ´S r E r H rt t t, , ,( ) ( ) ( ) is defined as the universal
expression of the flow-rate of EM energy, equations (1)–(4)
lead straightforwardly to Poynting’s theorem, that is,

 e m⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅

+ ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ =

¶
¶

¶
¶

¶
¶

S E E H H

E J E H

½ ½

0.
5

P M

t

t t

0 0

free( )
( )

( )

Not only does the above equation yield expressions for
the field energy densities (  E1

2 0
2 and m H1

2 0
2) as well as the

energy-exchangerate between material media and the E and
H fields (that is, ⋅ + ¶ ¶E J P tfree( ) and ⋅ ¶ ¶tH M ,) but
also its form (as a continuity equation) guarantees the con-
servation of EM energy.

Similarly, theEM force and momentum do not emerge
naturally from Maxwell’s equations. However, once a stress
tensor is defined, equations (1)–(4) can be invoked to arrive at
expressions for the densities of theEM force, torque,
momentum, and angular momentum [23, 24]. As an example,
let us consider the Einstein–Laub stress tensor

 e m= ⋅ + ⋅ - -
 

½ E DE BHtr E H H I, , 6EL o o( ) ( ) ( )

where

I is the secondrank identity tensor, a 3×3 matrix

[25]. This stress tensor can be readily shown to satisfy the
continuity equation [26]

 ⋅ + ´ + =¶
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where the Einstein–Laub force-density FEL is given by
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The formulation proposed by Einstein and Laub thus
assigns to the EM field the momentum density,

=p r S rt t c, , ,EL
2( ) ( ) which has been associated with the

name of Max Abraham [27]. The Einstein–Laub force-density
FEL is the force exerted by the E and H fields on material
media, which are the seats of r ,free J ,free P, and M. Con-
sidering that ‘force’ is the rate of transfer of mechanical
momentum to (or from) material media, the continuity
equation (7) guarantees the conservation of linear momentum.

If the position-vector r is cross-multiplied into
equation (7), we arrive [26] at a similar equation for the
conservation of angular momentum, where the EM angular
momentum density will be given by  =r t,EL ( )
´r S r t c, 2( ) and the EM torque-density will be

= ´ + ´ + ´T r r F P M Ht E, . 9EL EL( ) ( )

It must be emphasized that the above discussion is
completely general, depending in no way on the nature of the
sources. The material media hosting the sources could
respond linearly or nonlinearly to the EM fields, they could be
mobile or stationary, they could have permanent polarization
and magnetization, or their P and M could be induced by
local or non-local fields, etc. Maxwell’s macroscopic
equations and the stress tensor formulation of force, torque,
and momentum are applicable under all circumstances [28].

There exists several other stress tensors, each with its
own expressions for the densities of EM force, torque,
momentum, and angular momentum [23, 27]. For instance, in
the standard (Lorentz) formulation of classical electro-
dynamics, the stress tensor is defined as

 e m

e m

= ⋅ + ⋅

- -

-

-

 
r E E B B

EE BB

t I,
1

2
, 10

L o o
1

o o
1

( ) ( )

( )

whereas Minkowski’s stress tensor is

 = ⋅ + ⋅ - -
 

r D E B H DE BHt I,
1

2
. 11M ( ) ( ) ( )

Each formulation, of course, complies with the con-
servation laws, provided that the relevant entities are properly
defined in accordance with continuity equations such as
equations (5) and (7). Occasional confusion in the literature
can be traced to the fact that some authors use, for instance,
the momentum density from one formulation and the force-
density from another. Needless to say, if the various entities
are used properly (i.e.in the context of a single stress tensor),
there should be no confusion and no inconsistency. That is
not to say that all the existing formulations are equivalent.
There are theoretical arguments (e.g., the Balazs thought
experiment [29]) which reveal that certain formulations vio-
late well-established physical principles [30]. Other for-
mulations might require the introduction of so-called ‘hidden’
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entities such as hidden energy and hidden momentum
[26, 31, 32]. Of course, the ultimate proof of validity of a
physical theory is its compliance with experimental obser-
vations. The debate as to which stress tensor represents
physical reality is very much alive today and the interested
reader should consult the vast literature onthe subject
[23, 24, 27, 32–37]. The present author believes that several
appealing features of the Einstein–Laub theory recommend it
as a universal theory of EM force and momentum
[26, 28, 38], but there are others who prefer alternative for-
mulations [27, 32, 33].

The following example illustrates the type of results that
one can obtain by a consistent application of a specific stress
tensor to a given physical problem.

Example: figure 4 shows a light pulse of frequency w
entering a transparent slab of material identified by its
permittivity e w( ) and permeability m w .( ) The slab’s refractive
index and impedance are me=n and h m e= ; the
Fresnel reflection coefficient at the entrance facet of the slab
is r h h= - +1 1( ) ( ).

The incident beam, whose cross-sectional area is A, is
linearly polarized along the x-axis,its E and H fields being

w-xE k z tcos0 0ˆ ( ) and w-yH k z tcos ,0 0ˆ ( ) where
=H E Z0 0 0 and w=k c;0 here m e=Z0 0 0 is the impe-

dance of free space. Considering that the time-rate of arrival
of EM momentum at the entrance facet is e E A½ ,0 0

2 the rate at
which EM momentum is delivered to the slab
is r+ E A11

2
2

0 0
2( ) .

Immediately after the entrance facet, the field amplitudes
entering the slab are r= +E E11 0( ) and r= -H H1 ,1 0( )
yielding the corresponding EM momentum density
P r e= - E c1 .EL

1

2
2

0 0
2( ) Given that the velocity of the

leading edge of the pulse within the slab is c n, the (Abra-
ham) momentumcontent of the slab increases at the rate of

/ r m- E A1 .1

2
2

0 0
2( ) The difference between the rate of

delivery of EM momentum from the outside and the growth
rate of EM momentum within the slab, namely
e m e e m+ - +E2 ,0 0

2 2( ) ( ) must be taken up by the
EM force exerted on the slab at the leading edge of the light
pulse. This is indeed the case, as can be readily verified by
integrating the forcedensity F r t,EL ( ) of equation (8) over the

volume of the slab. Calculation of this force requires defining
the function f z( ) to represent the fields inside the slab as

= -E xz t E f z ct n, 1( ) ˆ ( ) and = -H yz t H f z ct n, ;1( ) ˆ ( )
material polarization and magnetization now become =P z t,( )
e e - E z t1 ,0 ( ) ( ) and m m= -z t z tM H, 1 ,0( ) ( ) ( ) (note that
material dispersion is ignored). Only the fourthand sixth terms
on the right-hand side of equation (8) contribute to the for-
cedensity in the present example. The requisite calculations
are fairly elementary and need not be elaborated here.

Finally, if the pulse duration is denoted by t, the total
energy and momentum delivered to the slab, namely

 r t= - -Z E A
1

2
1 , 122

0
1

0
2( ) ( )

P r e t= + zE A
1

2
1 , 132

0 0
2( ) ˆ ( )

yield P  m e m e e m= + .1

2 0 0 ( ) Thus, for a single
photon of energy w travelling in the slab, the total
(i.e.electromagnetic + mechanical) momentum is bound to
be m e e m w+ c2( ) [28].

Current and future challenges
On the fundamental side, there is a need to clarify the dif-
ferences among the various stress tensor formulations,
namely, those of Lorentz, Minkowski, Abraham, Einstein–
Laub, and Chu [23, 27, 33]. Contrary to a widelyheld belief,
these tensors can be distinguished from each other by the
subtle differences in their predicted distributions of for-
ceand/or torquedensity in deformable media [38]. Of part-
icular interest are experiments on transparent (i.e.non-
absorbing) magnetic materials, as some of the major differ-
ences among the proposed stress tensors emerge in magne-
tized or magnetizable media [26, 27, 37].

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
The observable effects of EM force and torque on material
media are enhanced when the fields are made to interact with
micro- and nanostructured objects, especially those possessing
extremely large qualityfactors, also known as high-Q resona-
tors. Quantum opto-mechanics has blossomed in recent years as
a result of advances in micro/nanofabrication. These advances
are likely to continue as the fabrication tools and measurement
techniques improve, and as novel metamaterials are discovered.

Concluding remarks
The classical theory of electrodynamics suffers from an
embarrassment of riches in that several stress tensors have
been proposed over the years that provide alternative
expressions for EM force, torque, and momentum in material
media [26, 27]. Advances in metamaterials, micro-structured
material fabrication, and measurement tools and techniques
have reached a stage where it is now possible to expect that
experiments in the near future will be able to distinguish
among the extant EM stress tensors.

Figure 4. Linearly polarized light pulse of frequency ω entering a
homogeneous, isotropic slab identified by its permittivity e w( ) and
permeability m w .( ) The incidence medium is free space, in which the
incident and reflected pulses propagate at the vacuum speed of light,
c. Inside the slab, the pulse propagates at the reduced velocity c n,
where the refractive index is given by me=n .
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5. Electromagnetic angular momentum

Masud Mansuripur

The University of Arizona, Tucson

Status
In addition to energy and linear momentum,EMfields can carry
spin angular momentum (when circularly or elliptically polar-
ized), and also orbital angular momentum (OAM) (for example,
in the presence of phase vorticity) [39–41]. The classical theory
of electrodynamics does not distinguish between the two types
of angular momentum, treating them on an equal footing [42–
46]. In quantum optics, however, while a single photon may
possess only one  of spin, it has the capacity to carry m of
OAM, m being an arbitrary integer,or, in special cases, a half-
integer [47]. As usual,  is Planck’s reduced constant.

In section 4 on EM momentum, we point out that the
specification of a stress tensor uniquely identifies, in conjunction
with Maxwell’s macroscopic equations, the densities of EM
force and torque as well as those of linear and angular momenta.
In the present section, we rely once again on the Einstein–Laub
tensor to elucidate certain properties of EM angular momentum,
whose density is given by  = ´r r p rt t, , .( ) ( ) Here
=p S r t c, 2( ) is the EM linear momentum density,
= ´S E H is the Poynting vector, and c is the speed of light

in vacuum. Below we discuss two examples of EM angular
momentum, one in a static situation, the other in a dynamic
context, thus highlighting the universality of the concept.

Example 1: shown in figure 5(a) is a uniformly charged
hollow sphere of radius R and surfacechargedensity s .s The
sphere is spinning at a constant angular velocity W0 around the
z-axis. The total charge of the sphere is p s=Q R4 ,2

s while its
magnetic dipole moment is p m s= Wm zR R4 3 .3

0 s 0( )( ) ˆ Inside
the sphere the electric and magnetic fields are =E r 0( ) and

s= WH r zR ,2

3 s 0( ) ( ) ˆ whereas outside the sphere,

s e= R rE r r . 14s
2

0
2ˆ( ) ( ) ( )

qs q q= W +H r rR r
1

3
2 cos sin . 15s

4
0

3( ) ( )( ˆ ˆ ) ( )

Integrating the angular momentum density  r( ) over the
entire space yields the total EM angular momentum of the
spinning charged sphere as p=L mQ R6 .( ) For electrons,

= - ´ -Q 1.6 10 19C, m m p= = - ´ ´ ´-m 4 10 9.27z B0
7

-10 24 J m A−1, and = = ´ -L 0.527 10z
1

2
34 J s. If the

electron were a ball of radius @R 1.876fm, its entire angular
momentum would have been electromagnetic.

Next, consider figure 5(b), where a second uni-
formlycharged spherical shell of radius R0 carrying a total
charge of -Q is placed at the centre of the spinning sphere.
The E-field will now be confined to the region between the
two spheres, and the total EM angular momentum of the
system is readily found to be

m s= W -pL zR R R . 16s
8

9 0
3 2

0
2

0
2( )( ) ˆ ( )

It is thus seen that, in the limit when R 0,0 the two
angular momenta, calculated with and without the second

sphere, are identical. In one case, the ‘particle’ has a net
charge of Q and its EM angular momentum is distributed
outside the sphere of radius R. In the other case the ‘particle’
(consisting of two spheres) is charge neutral, yet continues to
possess a magnetic dipole moment (because the external
sphere is spinning). In the latter case, the EM angular
momentum is confined to the space between the two spheres.

Example 2: here we consider a single-mode vector
spherical harmonic EM wave [48] trapped inside a hollow,
perfectly conducting sphere of radius R. Choosing the mode’s
polarization state to be transverse electric (TE) and denoting
its frequency by w, its wavenumber by w=k c,0 and its
polar and azimuthal orders by ℓ m, ,( ) the field distribution
inside the sphere will be

j w q

j w j

= -

+ -¢

q
q

q q

+t E m t

m t

E r, cos

sin . 17

J k r

k r

P

P

m

0
cos

sin

sin cos

ℓ ℓ
m

ℓ
m

½ 0

0

}
{ ˆ

ˆ

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( )

⎡⎣
⎤⎦

/

/

/

q

j

= -

-

´

+

¢

¢

q j w

q q j w

q j w
q

+ -

+

-

-

+

+ +

H r rt,

.

18

E

Z

ℓ ℓ J k r

k r

P m t

m

k rJ k r J k r

k r

P m t

m

P m t

1 cos cos

1

2

sin cos cos

cos sin

sin

ℓ ℓ
m

ℓ ℓ

ℓ
m

ℓ
m

0

0

1 2 0

0
3 2

0 ½ 0 ½ 0

0
3 2

}

{( ) ˆ

ˆ

ˆ

( )

( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

In the above equations, E0 is the E-field amplitude,
E Z0 0 is the H-field amplitude, m e=Z0 0 0 is the impe-
dance of free space, r+Jℓ ½ ( ) is a Bessel function of the first
kind, half-integer order, +ℓ ,1

2
zPℓ

m ( ), is an associated
Legendre function of order ℓ m, ,( ) and the integers ℓ and
 m ℓ1 are the polar and azimuthal orders of the mode.

The primes over r+Jℓ 1
2
( ) and zPℓ

m ( ) indicate differentiation
with respect to r and z. Since the tangential components of E
and the perpendicular component of m=B H0 must vanish
on the internal surface of the perfect conductor, it is necessary
that k R0 be a zero of r+Jℓ ½ ( ).

Figure 5. (a) Uniformly charged hollow sphere of radius R spinning
at constant angular velocity W0 around the z-axis. (b) Same as (a),
except for the presence of a stationary charged sphere of radius

<R R0 inside the spinning sphere.
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The field energydensity,  e m= +r t E H,
1

2

1

2
,0

2
0

2( )
when integrated over the spherical volume of radius R, yields
the total energy  total

EM( ) of the mode trapped inside the cavity. In
the limit of large R we find

 »
m w

+ +

+ -
. 19RE ℓ ℓ ℓ m

m ℓ ℓ mtotal
EM 10

2

0
2 2 1

2
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )!

( )( )!

Similarly, integration of the angular momentum density
 r t,( ) over the sphere’s volume in the limit of large R yields

»
m w

+ +

+ -
L . 20z

RE ℓ ℓ ℓ m

m ℓ ℓ m

EM 1
1

2

0
2

0
3( ) ( )( ) ( )( )!

( )( )!

Thus, for a sufficiently large sphere, the ratio of OAM to
EM energy is seen to be

 w=L m . 21z
EM

total
EM ( )( ) ( )

This is consistent with the quantum-optical picture of
photons of energy w and OAM zm ˆ being trapped within
the cavity.

Angular momentum conservation

Returning to the system of figure 5(a), let the sphere’s angular
velocity be a function of time, W t ,( ) which starts at zero and
rises slowly to W0 after a long time. In accordance with
Faraday’s law  ´ = -¶ ¶E B t ,( ) the changing magnetic
field inside the sphere induces the E-field

jm s q= - W¢E r t Rr t,
1

3
sin .0 s( ) ( ) ˆ The torque acting on the

spinning sphere by this E-field will then be

ò ò s q j q q j

m s

= ´

=- W¢

q

p

j

p

p

= =
T r E

z

t R t R

R t

, , , sin d d

. 22

0 0

2
s

2

8

9 0
5

s
2

( ) ( )

( ) ˆ ( )

Integration over time now reveals that the mechanical
angular momentum delivered by an external torque during the
spin-up process is precisely equal to the EM angular momentum
L residing in the space surrounding the spinning sphere of
figure 5(a). A similar calculation shows that the EM angular
momentum in the system of figure 5(b) is fully accounted for by
the mechanical torque acting on the outer (spinning) sphere
minus the torque needed to keep the inner sphere stationary.

The above argument, although employed here in conjunc-
tion with simple quasi-static systems involving slowlyspinning
charged spheres, applies equally well to more complicated
dynamic situations [43, 49]. In general, any change in the EM
angular momentum of a system is always accompanied by a
corresponding mechanical torque acting on the material bodies
of the system. The existence of this torque ensures that any
change in the EM angular momentum is compensated, precisely
and instantaneously, by an equal and opposite change in the
overall mechanical angular momentum of the system [50].

Current and future challenges
To date, essentially all experimental researchon EM angular
momentum hasbeen carried out with non-magnetic materials.
Since some of the major differences among the various EM
stress tensors depend on magnetization, it will be worthwhile
to explore the mechanical response of magnetized (or mag-
netizable) media in the presence of EM fields,in particu-
lar,external electric fields, which give rise to the so-called
‘hidden momentum’ in conjunction with the standard Lorentz
stress tensor [51]. A topic of fundamental importance is the
distribution of EM forcedensity and/or torquedensity within
material objects, which can only be monitored in soft
(i.e.deformable) matter. Although different stress tensors
might predict identical behaviour for a rigid object in
response to the overall EM force/torque acting on the object,
local deformations of soft media are expected to vary
depending on the distribution of force and torque densities
throughout the object. Precise measurements of this type can
thus distinguish among the various stress tensors that have
been proposed in the literature.

Another interesting topic is the interaction of light that
carries EM angular momentum with rotating bodies such as
mirrors, transparent or partiallyabsorbing plates, and bire-
fringent media [52, 53]. This would involve exchanges of
angular momentum as well as energy, resulting in a Doppler
shift of the emerging photons.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
The most dramatic effects of EM linear and angular momenta
arise in conjunction with high-quality-factor microresonators
and nanodevices. Advances in micro- and nanofabrication in
tandem with development of novel mechanisms for coupling
light and/or microwaves into and out of high-Q cavities will
enable sensitive measurements of optomechanical interactions.
Development of high-quality transparent magnetic materials as
well as novel metamaterials with controlled permittivity, per-
meability, dispersion, birefringence, nonlinear coefficients, etc.,
will usher in not only a deeper understanding of the funda-
mentals but also a treasure trove of new applications.

Concluding remarks
While the classical theory of EM angular momentum is well
established, there remains opportunities for theoretical con-
tributions to the understanding of nonlinear phenomena,
quantum optics of non-paraxial beams, and interactions
between light and rotating objects. On the experimental side,
one could look forward to precise measurements of EM for-
cedensity and torquedensity distributions in conjunction
with deformable media in order to identify appropriate stress
tensors for ordinary matter and also for exotic metamaterials.
The bidirectional exchange of angular momentum between
EM fields and material objects continues to provide a rich and
rewarding platform for exploring novel practical applications.
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6. Shaping light

Cornelia Denz and Christina Alpmann

University of Muenster

Status
Since Theodore Maiman invented the laser in 1960 it has
become an indispensable tool in our daily lives. Its unique
properties as, for example, the ability to achieve high power
while being focused to a diffraction-limited spot, makes the
laser ideal as a precision scalpel in medicine or as a means to
cut or join plates of steel. The key feature of lasers is that the
amplified light is well defined and reproducible and can be
tailored in terms of intensity and phase, propagation proper-
ties or polarization. Therefore, beam shaping has been a field
of interest since the invention of the laser and numerous
modulation techniques for light structuring in and outside a
laser cavity have been developed. Even before the invention
of the laser, Dennis Gabor established the first method of
imprinting amplitude as well as phase information of light by
the development of holographic imaging referred to as
holography, for which he was honoured by the Nobel Prize in
Physics in 1971 [54]. Since then, holographic methods spread
in many ways and technological developments enabled
numerous applications, even prominent in daily life as, e.g.,
the safety features of bank notes. Subsequently, beam shaping
paved the way to principle implementations suchas dif-
fractive optical elements:computer-calculated holograms that
are afterwards transferred onto holographic plates. Their
development and acceptance was mainly due to modern
lithography techniques and digital hologram calculation [55],
and allowed for 2Das well as 3Dstructuring of light, though
being static. The ultimate breakthrough of holographic mod-
ulation techniques arose from the invention of digital SLMs in
the form of liquid crystal displays originally developed for
video projection [56, 57]. Nowadays, such devices allow for
real-timewavefront shaping by computer-generated holo-
grams without any intermediate material or production step,
and enable desktop creation of customized light fields. In
modern optics, spatial modes represent a current topic with
highest importance for numerous areas in optics such as,
optical communication technology, quantum optics, data
security in information optics, or optical manipulation and its
application in life sciences.

Current and future challenges
Today, structured light represents an established division of
the broader field of modern optics and photonics. Originating
from higher-order modes in laser resonators suchas
Laguerre–Gaussian and Hermite–Gaussian beams, several
classes of complex light shapes have become experimental
reality, and are successfully applied in many fields of optics.
A glimpse of the manifold of 2Dand 3Dlight fields is given
in figure 6, including standard as well as elegant Gaussian
beams, nondiffracting beams, accelerating light fields,

(quasi-) periodic via aperiodic up to random tessellation
structures. Thus, the emerging field of structured light bears
challenges in thefuture that are strongly connected to appli-
cations of tailored light shapes and associated innovations.

In quantum optics, spatially shaped modes carrying
OAM, suchas, e.g., Laguerre–Gaussian or Bessel modes,
represent a higher-dimensional orthogonal basis of qubits and
are assessed with respect to the entanglement of OAM (see
sections 17 and18) [58], with its tremendous potential for
data encryption and security. Beyond that, spatial modulation
of polarization states becomes more and more important (see
sections 7 and8) [59]. While primarily interferometric
methods and so-called q-plates allow thegeneration of
radially and azimuthally polarized beams, liquid crystal SLMs
havepioneered therealization of extended Poincaré beams.
Such recent developments in holographic spatial polarization
shaping facilitate prospective studies on singular optics and
classical entanglement. Figure 7 shows a variety of singular
polarization structures with thefuture impact available
withsuch techniques.

Another area where structured light fields play a promi-
nent role with ever increasing impact is life sciences. The
spatial resolution of multiple microscopy techniques suchas,
e.g., STED or light sheet microscopy depends on accurate
shaping of respective light distributions and may advance
considerably with theprogression of such techniques (see
section 10). Furthermore, in optical manipulation (see
sections 15and16), tailored light modes meet the strong
demand for extended optical potential landscapes that allow
transfer to themicro- and nanostructures of particles [60–62],
or unveiling thebiophysical origins of cell dynamics and cell
interactions in organisms. Consequently,holographic shaping
techniques are driving the innovation of custom-designed,
tailored complex light fields and havebecome essential for
new developments across disciplines from classical and
information physics, and quantum physics, to biophysics,
medical diagnosis and therapy. Numerous applications in
photonics as well as interdisciplinary technologies, including
opto-electronics, opto-fluidics, biophotonics, photonic crys-
tals, and metamaterials are based on a plethora of discoveries

Figure 6. Overview of 15 exemplary, structured light fields with
corresponding amplitude (front) and phase (back) distributions,
respectively.
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and technical milestones enabled by spatial shaping of
amplitude, phase, and, only recently, polarization properties
of light.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
Wavefront shaping has become an important ingredient of
many cutting-edge optics and photonics fields. In optical
communication technologies, data transfer has been advan-
cing rapidly for several decades supportingincreasingly
information-driven society. In addition tomultiplexing in
time and frequency, wavelength, polarization and phase, the
spatial dimension has been exploited by mode multiplexing
only recently [63]. Therefore, light shaping will be one
solution to improve theexploitation of existing capacities.
Aside from an increase in capacities and transfer rates, future
information technology needs to come upwith novel tech-
niques of data encryption and security where structured light
fields will alsotake over an important role. The high potential
of spatial light shaping in amplitude, phase, and polarization
enables combinations of singular structures providing addi-
tional properties and parameters. As singularities do not only
occur in optics but in several physical systems suchas
magnetic or solid state physics, results obtained in singular
optics are of general interest.

As animportant prerequisite for further technological
innovations, novel developments of light shaping techniques
need to become more visible and moreeasily available to a
broad community. As a promising advance inredu-
cingacquisition times in scanning microscopy, direct laser
writing or other laser cutting, fusion or manipulation techni-
ques would be the implementation of complex lattice beams

for parallel processing. Consequently, theexploration of
advanced holographic modulation techniques for light field
shaping, which enablestailoring light to match the con-
tinuous increase of complexity of applications, is a remaining
future challenge.

From a technological point of view, further development
of digital SLMs is required where efficiency, spatial homo-
geneity, and especially spectral bandwidth and speed are
current limitations. While efficiency and spatial homogeneity
are technical challenges that are currently already under
development and will improve continuously overthe next
fewyears [64], e.g. by developing LCOS (liquid crystals on
silicon) based SLMs further, a major remaining challenge is
the control of structured light in the UV domain and up tothe
x-ray regime. Beneath developments of innovative SLMs for
this wavelengths regime, novel approaches including fre-
quency conversion of shaped light to access wavelengths
regions that cannot otherwisebe accessed by direct modula-
tion are actually beingdeveloped [65]. Once available, these
light shaping techniques will allow theenlargement of the
impact of structured light being employed in the future in
many trans sectoral areas, such as, e.g., to enhance the
plasmon excitation of metallic nano-antennas by tailored
illumination, showinghigh innovation potential and the
outreach of shaped light.

Concluding remarks
Based on the early work of Gabor, holographic light sha-
pingdeveloped intoa flexible and powerful research direc-
tion in modern optics. It primarily started as a self-contained
field, andcontinuous development over the past decade has
led to an imminent, interdisciplinary breakthrough. We
believe thatif holographic modulation of amplitude and
phase, as well as polarization, is further developed, and
interdisciplinary projects are fostered where tailored light
fields represent an enabling technology for scientific advances
as well as technical devices, a plethora of new applications
will arise. Possibly this will happen in a two-step process
initiated by phase and amplitude shaping and followed, or
even passed, by spatial polarization structures. We are con-
vinced that shaping light is an innovation-driving field with
excellent future prospects.
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Figure 7. Overview of 12 different polarization singular structures
visualized by thecorresponding Stokes field phase (back) and
sketches of flow and singular lines and points (front).
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7. Structured polarization and its measurement at
the nanoscale

Peter Banzer and Thomas Bauer

Max Planck Institute for the Science of Light

Status
The polarization degree of freedom of light allows for a wide
range of applications in microscopy, optical communications
and many other fields of optics. While in the most funda-
mental case the polarization in the transverse profile of a light
beam propagating paraxially is homogeneous, it may also
exhibit a spatially nonhomogeneous and complex distribution
(see figure 8(a), right; see also sections 6 and 8). For the
generation of such modes, spatially engineered optical ele-
ments acting on the local polarization of a homogeneously
polarized input beam can be utilized. Various concepts based
on liquid crystal cells [14, 66, 67] as well as segmented
waveplates [68] have been discussed in the literature (see
sections 6 and 8). The polarization characteristics and dis-
tributions of the resulting modes can be measured easily by
performing a spatially resolved Stokes analysis, since the
electric field vector is restricted to an oscillation perpendicular
(transverse) to the propagation direction of the beam in the
paraxial limit. This is not necessarily the caseif light is tightly
focused (see figure 8(b)). In the field distribution created upon
focusing a light beam down to dimensions ofthe order of the
wavelength, the electric field needs a 3Ddescription. Because
of the occurrence of large transverse wavevectors, long-
itudinal oscillations of the field vectors, i.e. along the pro-
pagation direction, can alsobe observed.This appearance of
longitudinal field components has striking consequences. For
instance, it allows for focusing light to a tighter spot [68] or it
may result in complex polarization topologies [69]. Further-
more, shaping the input beam enables the tailoring of the 3D
focal field and polarization distribution. Unfortunately, con-
ventional approaches designed for measuring paraxial light
beams are not applicable for mapping these focal fields, due
to the nanoscale features and the complex 3D nature of the
distributions under study.

For the measurement of selected polarization components
within highly confined fields, the use of individual fluorescent
molecules with a fixed dipole axis was proposed and demon-
strated (figure 9(a) and [70]). Later, it was shown that well-
characterized near-field tips, as used for near-field scanning
optical microscopy (NSOM), can be utilized to map confined
fields and to distinguish between individual polarization
components. With this techniqueeven the spatial phase dis-
tributions of the electric field components were measured using
an interferometric detection approach (figure 9(b) and [71]).

More recently, a method for experimentally reconstruct-
ing the fully vectorial information of a focused light beam
was presented [72]. Here, an individual nanoparticle is uti-
lized as the scanning field-probe. The field scattered off the
nanoparticle may interfere with the impinging light beam
under study. The information about the local relative phase of

the electric field components is stored in this interference
term. This allows for the reconstruction of amplitude and
phase distributions of the focal field from an angularly
resolved measurement of the intensity in the far-field (see
figure 9(c) and [72]). With this approach, the experimental
study of highly complex focal fields with unprecedented
resolution became possible [69].

Figure 8. (a) In paraxial light fields, the lateral polarization structure
can be transformed from homogeneous to inhomogeneous distribu-
tions. (b) Sketch of tight focusing of polarized light beams (left),
resulting in complex focal field distributions (right, from [69].
Reprinted with permission from AAAS).

Figure 9. Selected schemes for the measurement of highly confined
polarization distributions. (a) Direct mapping of individual field
components using single fluorescence molecules. (b) Coherent
measurement of field components by NSOM. (c) Full field
reconstruction with a single scattering nanoprobe and angularly
resolved far-field detection of the transmission signal.
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Current and future challenges

One of the most important prerequisites for both NSOM and
particle-based field measurements at the nanoscale as
described above is the precise knowledge of the probe geo-
metry and its optical response at the chosen wavelength of the
field distribution under investigation. This is a major problem
for quantitative NSOM measurements of field distributions
because not only the near-field tip itself but also the attached
tapered fibres influence the field patterns and, therefore, both
have to be well characterized. The particle-based approach,
by contrast, requires the knowledge of the particle only, since
it is combined with a rigorous description of the interaction of
the particle with the focal field and its back-action. Hence,
this technique is not restricted to the use of comparatively
small and spherical nanoprobe designs as demonstrated,
exhibiting a dominantly dipolar scattering response. If the
geometry, dimensions and optical properties of the material
are well known, almost arbitrarily shaped nanostructures can
be used for this reconstruction method. Nonetheless, this
technique is so far still limited to the investigation of propa-
gating fields, because it requires an inline reference for the
determination of the relative phases. An extension to non-
propagating evanescent fields is conceivable by adapting the
post-processing algorithms. Another drawback is the neces-
sity of using a substrate as a support for the particle probe, so
far also limiting the technique’s applicability to the case of
focused light. By contrast, NSOM can be used for measuring
the polarization structures even in the near-fields around
nanoscale scatterers or waveguides—a simple consequence of
the more accessible probe geometry. This important feature
would be highly desirable for particle-based approaches.

Because the response of the probes has to be known
precisely, both concepts are normally applied for spectrally
narrowband configurations only. To enable, for instance the
experimental study of spectrally broad beams or pulses under
tight focusing conditions,knowledge ofthe full spectral
response of the field probes is thus essential. For this specific
scenario, tailoring or shaping the probe geometry to influence
its spectrally dependent interaction with the light field will be
of great benefit.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
An important step towards this detailed spectral probe char-
acterization can again be realized with the help of spatial field
distributions tailored at the nanoscale level. In the afore-
mentioned reconstruction technique, a well-characterized
nanoparticle is used to probe an unknown field. The inversion
of this idea—the utilization of a well-characterized focal field
distribution for the study of individual nanostructures—paves
the way for the detailed spectral analysis of an individual

particle’s multipolar spectral response (see [73] and refer-
ences therein). Different spatial field distributions are utilized
for the selective excitation of an individual nanoparticle,
enabling the detailed study of its spectral response. To be able
to understand the dynamics in the interaction between spa-
tially and temporally tailored and confined light fields with
such a nanoparticle,its nonlinear response may also play a
major role. In this context, first experimental studies reveal
the potential of this nonlinear interaction of individual parti-
cles with tailored light to learn, for instance, about the par-
ticle’s shape [74]. An extension of this and other related
concepts discussed already in the literature may also allow for
the precise and spectrally resolved determination of the linear
and nonlinear optical response of individual nanoparticles. At
the same time, a more detailed theoretical and numerical
investigation of the temporal dynamics of tightly focused and
spatially structured light pulses is required.

In combination with the technological advances in the
fabrication of high-quality nanostructures, the above-men-
tioned experimental tools for the characterization of field
probes and adequate extensions of field reconstruction tech-
niques will also allow for the experimental study of the
dynamics of optical pulses propagating non-paraxially. This
understanding of complex light−matter interactions will open
up new avenues for the development of novel technologies,
enabling the management, guidance and control of light at
nanoscale dimensions.

Concluding remarks
Confined field distributions in general and complex spatial
modes of light, in particular, have been proven to be extre-
mely versatile and flexible tools at the nanoscale (see, for
instance, [70, 73, 74] and references therein). As such, they
are an invaluable extension of the optical toolbox and find a
wide range of applications in optics and related fields of
research. In addition, polarization tailoring and strong con-
finement of electromagnetic fields may also give rise to
intriguing effects and phenomena (see [68, 69] and references
therein). To facilitate the experimental study of such effects
and to characterize tightly focused or confined fields to be
used as tools in nanooptical applications, their experimental
investigation with a spatial resolution far below the wave-
length is essential. In this context, both techniques described
above—near-field microscopy [71] as well as particle-based
nanointerferometry [72]—are excellent choices for measuring
the full field information at the nanoscale, with a great
potential for further developments.
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Status
In most optical experiments and applications, the polarization
across the light beam is uniform, or at least approximately so.
The possibility of havingspace-varying polarization across
the beam was obviously there, but until the early 2000s there
was no particular interest in such ‘exotic’ beams. This,
however, changed when it was first realized that radially and
azimuthally polarized beams exhibit very intriguing proper-
ties upon tight focusing [68]. In the focal region, they
respectively generate ‘needle’ electric and magnetic fields
oriented along the beam longitudinal propagation direction
and with a beam waist that is smaller than for a standard
Gaussian beam. This important result is of obvious interest for
applications such as optical nano-probing, nano-lithography
or high-density optical memories. Radially and azimuthally
polarized beams are specific examples of so-called cylindrical
vector (CV) beams, i.e. beams having a cylindricallysym-
metric polarization pattern, and of the even more general class
of vector vortex (VV) beams, i.e. beams with an azimuthally
varying linear polarization surrounding an optical vortex
located on the beam axis (see figures 10(a) and(b)) [75].
VV beams are the most general light beams having propa-
gation-invariant transverse polarization patterns (except for
diffraction-induced radial rescaling). They have recently
attractedincreasing interestfor various applications. For
example, VV beams approximately match the higher-order
eigenmodes of multi-mode optical fibres, currently considered
forpossible ‘mode-division multiplexing’ in future optical
communication technology. Unlike standard polarized pho-
tons, photons of CV beams carry rotation-invariant qubits of
quantum information, useful for establishinga quantum
communication link between continuouslyrotating or ran-
domlyoriented parties, as for example in future satellite-
based quantum networks or hand-held wireless quantum
devices [76]. Conversely, high-order VV beams can have the
property of being highly sensitive to rotations, and this in turn
can be used to measure tiny mechanical rotations.

Another important family of light fields is that of the
‘Poincaré beams’ [77], which are light beams exhibiting all
possible polarization states in their cross-section and having a
polarization singularity on their axis. This singularity is not an
optical vortex in a standard sense, e.g., there is no vanishing
of the fields at its core, although it is associated with a certain
degree of ‘vorticity’; in certain scientific communities, it is
also named‘half-vortex’, because the optical phase changes
by π when circling once around the singularity (but the wave
remains continuous and single-valued thanks to the polar-
ization variation). Polarization singularities [2], sponta-
neously arising in any pattern of light with random

polarization, are points having circular polarization (C points)
or linear polarization (L lines), surrounded by generic ellip-
tical polarizations. The lowest-order C-point polarization
singularities have been classified according to the topology of
the surrounding polarization ellipse orientations (see, e.g.,
figures 10(c) and(d)). Unlike VV beams, the polarization
pattern of Poincaré beams changes upon propagation, but
following simple rules (e.g., it rotates around the beam axis).

In the quantum regime, photons with space-varying
polarization can alsobedescribed as nonseparable (‘entan-
gled’) quantum states of the polarization and spatial degrees
of freedom. Such aform of single-particle entanglement,
although not challenging local realism, can still be used for
certain quantum information protocols [78].

Current and future challenges
A major current challenge in this area is that of moving from
2Dfield polarization structures to 3Dcases. 3D here means
exploiting all three field components, rather than the sole
transverse ones, but also being able to generate a field that is
not only structured within the transverse plane but also along
the longitudinal coordinate, as in time-varying polarization
pulses. Some first steps in creating complex 3D field struc-
tures in terms of field components have been taken recently.
These haverelied on the fact that the longitudinal field
component is non-negligible for a non-paraxial beam. In this
generalized case, the polarization ellipse is not transverse and
defines a plane of oscillation that is spatially varying in 3D.
Isaac Freund first predicted the existence of 3D polarization
topologies in the form of multi-twist Möbius strips and

Figure 10. (a) and (b) are examples of vector vortex beams; (a) in
particular is an azimuthally polarized beam. (c) and (d) are Poincaré
beams having ‘lemon’ and ‘star’ polarization topologies, respec-
tively. Colour brightness represents the intensity distribution, while
the local polarization is depicted as small white ellipses or lines.
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twisted ribbons for spatially structured optical beams
[79].Such 3D structures have recently been observed
experimentally in the focal volume of a tightly focused
Poincaré beam (see figure 11) [71]. However, these are just
the first examples, and many other complex 3D polarization
structures could be addressed in the future.

Pulsed vector fields having space-varying polarization
along thepropagation have already been demonstrated, using
Gouy phase effects, self-phase modulation and pulse ‘chirps’.
However, combining such methods with a transverse pat-
terning, so as to achievefull 3D vector field structuring, has
not been attempted yet and is a major future challenge.
Another possible important challenge is that of extending the
polarization structuring ability to other spectral domains, such
as terahertz or extreme ultraviolet.

In the quantum regime, the main current challenge is that
of developing more efficient and controlled methods for
generating and measuring complex entangled and hyper-
entangled states involving multiple photons and using both
polarization and spatial degrees of freedom for the entangle-
ment. A more specific challenge is also that of using rotation-
invariant photons for efficient quantum communication at
long distances, against the limiting effects of air turbulence
and beam divergence.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
The required technical advances concern, of course, the
generation, but also the manipulation and characterizationof
the generated fields or photons. Current methods for gen-
erating standard 2D vector fields exploit holography (with
SLMs) or 2D-patterned anisotropic media (e.g., liquid crystal
q-plates and plasmonic metasurfaces) [80, 81]. To add a
longitudinal field component, one then sends the light through
high-numerical aperture (NA) optics, such as a microscope

objective [71]. However, this approach is clearly limited in
terms of possible outcomes. So, a more general non-paraxial
optics will have to be developed in order to fully control the
3D field structures to be generated. For the generation of 3D
pulsed vector light, a suitable combination of the current 2D
structuring techniques with the spectrally resolved methods
used to control the pulse shape will probably need to be
developed.

The greatest technical problem in all cases will be that of
proper characterization of the generated fields. For the 3D
field structures obtained in the focus of high NA optics, a
technique based on angle-resolved light scattering from a
nanoparticle that is raster-scanned in the plane (or volume) of
study has recently been developed to measure theamplitude
and phase of all three individual components of the electric
field (see section 7 and [71]). However, the need for other
techniques, such as the equivalent of3D photo imaging,
remains strong. More generally, there are calls for ultrafast,
efficient and possibly miniaturized devices capable of gen-
erating and sorting structured beams for all possible appli-
cations. In the ongoing race to develop novel optical materials
and systems, possible solutions could be based on patterned
electro-optics and ultra-thin plasmonic devices, respectively
capable of rendering fast-modulation and detection, as well as
integration.

Concluding remarks
The recent advances in the generation, manipulation, and
reconstruction of optical fields with complex polarization
topologies have allowed the ideation and proof-of-principle
demonstration of many interesting applications, such as high-
resolution optical writing and reading, high-bandwidth or
ultra-secure communication, and optical metrology. More
potential applications will emerge if it ispossible to overcome
the challenges discussed here. 3D-structured vector fields may
for example provide an innovative platform for sub-wave-
length lithography of complex structures, or allow optimized
coupling to specific material excitations having similar
topologies. However, much remains to be done to acquire full
control of the vectorial nature of light.
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Figure 11. Examples of 3D polarization topologies in the form of
Möbius strips with half and three-half twists are shown in (a) and (b),
respectively. Represented is the direction of the polarization ellipse
major axis as a function of position around the beam axis.
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Status
Structured light is widely used in conjunction with standard
camera systems to reconstruct the 3D surface profile of
objects [82]. Such systems often rely upon the oblique
structured illumination and the resulting distortion of the
projected pattern introduced by the profile of the surface.
Similarly, structured light can also be used to boost the
resolution of microscope systems beyond that of the imaging
optics [83]. This resolution enhancement is derived from
illuminating the object with a light pattern containing high
spatial frequencies that, through aliasing, down-convert even
higher spatial frequencies in the object such that the high-
resolution image information is recorded. Beyond structuring
the intensity of the illumination, phase-contrast imaging relies
upon phase structuring and spatial coherence to give various
image enhancement modalities familiar to any microscopist.
Most recently, these various modalities can be adapted and
interchanged by the incorporation of SLMs into the micro-
scope [84], see section 10.

Rather than covering these established areas, this short
review will concentrate on structured illumination in more
unusual settings, both in the classical and quantum regimes.
As such, this review will outline the principles of ghost
imaging that, as we will see, is related to the field of single-
pixel cameras.

Current and future challenges

Ghost imaging and single-pixel cameras

Conventional camera systems use light that is scattered or
transmitted by the object and subsequently imaged. Alter-
natively, so-called ‘ghost imaging’ systems can use down-
conversion sources that produce twin light beams within which
the photons are position correlated with each other. One of
these light beams then illuminates an object while the image
information is recovered from the other beam that, surpris-
ingly, has never itself interacted with the object. The image
recovery relies upon the spatial correlation between the photon
pairs set by the down-conversion process [85]. Whenever a
photon from the illuminating beam is transmitted/reflected by
the object then the photon event, but not its position, is
recorded. This detection event is correlated with the measured
position of the correlated photon in the other beam. Recording
the position of these correlated photons summed over many
photon pairs reveals the image information even though the
position-recorded photons did not interact with the object.

However, spatial correlations alsoexist between classical
light beams, most obviously when a beam imprinted with a
spatial pattern is split using a beam splitter. Consequently,

ghost imaging can be performed using either thermal or
quantum light sources in the many- and single-photon regi-
mes,respectively [86]. For the many-photon case, the
reconstruction algorithm is slightly more complicated. One of
the patterned beams illuminates the object and the intensity of
the transmitted or reflected light is recorded using asingle
element (i.e. single-pixel) detector. The other beam, con-
taining the same pattern, which never interacts with the
object, is imaged by a camera, thereby revealing the shared
pattern. Adding together each of these patterns, weighted by
the measured intensity, reveals the image, albeit in the many-
photon case this image is superimposed on top of a significant
background.

One alternative example of ghost imaging dispenses with
the beam splitter and instead uses a programmable SLM to
create a known but complicated pattern with which to illu-
minate the object. Rather than being between two light beams,
the spatial correlation is now between the projected pattern
and the control of the SLM; hence the termcomputational
ghost imaging [87]. As withconventional ghost imaging,
adding together these known patterns multiplied by the
corresponding measurements of the transmitted/reflected
intensity reveals the image.

These computation ghost imaging systems are time
reversible, i.e. the light source and detector can be inter-
changed. In this reversed configuration the object is illumi-
nated by a conventional light source (or even ambient light)
and the single-pixel detector measures the transmitted/
reflected light, but as spatially filtered by the SLM. Such
reversed configurations are called single-pixel cameras [88], a
field which has developed in parallel with that of ghost
imaging (see figure 12).

The image reconstruction algorithms that one can apply
to computation ghost imaging and single-pixel cameras are
largely the same. Fundamentally, whereas a raster-scanned
imaging system measures precisely each pixel, computational
imaging systems of the type described here measure the
correlation between the whole image and specific pattern,
thereby giving partial knowledge of all pixels. For a perfect
measurement of the image, the number of orthogonal patterns
required is equal to the number of pixels and hence both
computational and raster-scanning techniques appear to
require the same measurement resource. However, recogni-
tion that images are data compressible (cf JPEG) means that
even for a subset of patterns and measurements it is possible
to obtain high-quality imagesby constraining the recon-
struction to be sparse in, e.g., its spatial frequency domain
[89]. Using these compressed sampling techniques coupled
with inverse problem solving approaches allows image
reconstruction whilst using only a fraction of the measure-
ment resource of a raster-scanned system.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
Ghost imaging is intriguing, and in some cases counter-
intuitive, is clear. What is not so clear is what imaging
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functionality it uniquely offers. Ghost imaging with correlated
photon pairs provides a number of opportunities that would
be difficult to match with conventional technologies. Building
conventional cameras with true single-photon capability is
challenging. Even a small dark-count probability summed
over a many-pixel array amounts to a significant number of
noise events within a single image and hence the recording of
the position of a single photon is obscured. Further reduction
of the dark count requires extreme time gating of the detection
window, which is exactly what coincident detection allows.
True single-photon sensitivity and the elimination of noise
allows images to be reconstructed from only a few thousand
photons, i.e. fewer than one photon per pixel in the final
image [90]. The technical challenge here is for technologies
with single-photon performance in both thevisible and non-
visible regions of the spectrum.

Another opportunity afforded by imaging based on
photon pairs is that, although position correlated, the photon
pairs do not need to be the same wavelength. Hence, the
object can be illuminated in the infrared yet the image
information be recovered from correlations in the visible, a
spectral region in which camera performance is a maximum
[91]. This photon level transfer of the position information
between wavelengths creates aninteresting opportunity for
photon-by-photon far infrared or even terahertz imaging. Here
the technical challenges lie in obtaining very nonfrequency-

degenerate photon-pair sources, and, in some other config-
urations, long-wavelength single-photon detectors.

Moving to single-pixel cameras, their main advantage
lies in the removal for any need of a detector array. In the
visible region of the spectrum, the ever-improving perfor-
mance of silicon-based detector arrays means that there is
perhaps little need for alternative approaches. However, once
outside the silicon accessible spectral detection window,
detector arrays are not so straightforward. Within a single-
pixel camera, the SLM can take several forms ranging from
mechanical masks to liquid crystal and DMDs. DMDs of the
type found in many digital image projectors are capable of
pattern update rates in excess of 10 kHz and have an opera-
tional window extending well beyond the visible spectrum.
Similarly, single-pixel detectors based on different material
types have spectral sensitivity across many possible wave-
lengths. Single-pixel cameras can therefore be made covering
various spectral ranges with an overall system complexity and
cost not exceeding that of a commercial data projector [92].

One challenge for these computational ghost imagers and
single-pixel cameras is in the development of SLMs operating
far outside the visible spectrum. Another challenge lies in the
single-pixel detector itself. Although only a single-pixel it still
needs to have a high optical étendue since images are
inherently multi-spatial mode and the optical design of the
detection optics needs to take this into account. The high
étendue requires a detector with an appreciable active area,
which invariably leads to an increase in its noise equivalent
power.

Concluding remarks
Imaging is by its very nature a structuring of the light field in
either or both intensity and phase. Traditional imaging sys-
tems rely upon spatial resolving detectors (e.g. eye, film,
CCD) to measure the light transmitted or scattered from an
object. However, correlations between photon pairs, classical
light beams or light patterns and computer controlled spatial
modulators create opportunities to image without detector
arrays taking advantage of the wider spectral coverage or time
resolution offered by single-pixel detectors.
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Figure 12. Computational ghost imaging and a single-pixel cameras
are in essence very similar.
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Status
What we have

It seems amazing that light microscopy has remained such an
active area of research to date, attracting thousands of
researchers to large-scale optical microscopy conferences every
year. Although breathtaking technological breakthroughs have
been made, the major challenges are still the same [93]: (1) the
poor contrast of unstained biological samples, (2) the limited
spatiotemporal resolution, and (3) the difficulty of looking deep
into a (scattering) sample with visible light. Structuredlight
offers solutions addressing all of these challenges.

Concerning contrast, simple but effective methods have
been developed to enhance contrast in thin unstained biolo-
gical samples. Oblique illumination, schlieren and darkfield
microscopy may be regarded as structured light methods
tailoring or clipping rays in the illumination or the image
formation pathways, respectively, to render transparent phase
objects visible. Zernike phase contrast and differential inter-
ference contrast are more advanced, and there arewidespread
techniques capable of turning phase differences into intensity
variations. In new developments programmable SLMs struc-
ture the light. Using such devices as programmable Fourier
filters, one may emulate a chosen contrast technique in a
phase sample ‘on the fly’ [84].

Alternatively, sophisticated and powerful staining meth-
ods have been developed. Fluorescence microscopy offers the
opportunity for structural as well as functional imaging by
labelling with fluorophores. It turned out that this route also
brought a breakthrough in optical resolution, beyond the
Abbe diffraction limit. This can be achieved by either
shrinking the region where fluorophores can emit a signal
during scanning using light structuring, as in STED, or by
collecting information from sparsely emitting fluorophores, as
in localization microscopy. Other examples of enhancing
resolution by structuring the illumination and/or the detection
are confocal laser scanning microscopy [94] and SIM[95], a
wide-field method projecting grating patterns onto the sample.

The third challenge involves optical imaging or optical
stimulation into the depths of a biological sample, e.g. for
observing and stimulating living neurons in optogenetics [96].
Selective plane imaging uses a narrow light sheet for excitation
of fluorophores inside a sample [97]. However, even in non-
absorbing, but strongly scattering, tissue the imaging depth is
only a few hundred μm. One way ofsolvingthis problem is to
apply clearing agents [98], which seems incompatible with life
cell imaging. Thus, recently, efforts have been made to profit
from today’s technologies for structuring light specifically for
compensating tissue-scattering in order to focus deeper into the
sample with visible light [99].

Current and future challenges
What we want

Recent years have seen great advancements in optical
microscopy, culminating in the Nobel Prize for Chemistry in
2014 for super-resolution fluorescence microscopy [100].
Nevertheless, there are still important issues concerning
contrast, resolution, or accessible range, which currently

Figure 13. Examples of microscopy methods structuring light on the
illumination side: structured illumination microscopy (SIM), STED.

Figure 14. Examples of microscopy methods structuring light on the
detection side: Fourier filtering, multiplexing.
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hinders the progress of biological research, where struc-
turedlight offers solutions [101].

Super-resolution mostly comes at the price oflabelling
the sample with fluorescent dyes, which are often unstable,
phototoxic and change the sample in some way or other. In
some instances, for example in STED microscopy operating
at the highest resolution, high peak intensities are incident on
the sample, and bleaching and photodamage become limiting
factors. Structured light approaches are currently beingin-
vestigated for their potential to optimally send photons to
regions where they are needed and/or to keep them from
areas where their presence is detrimental.

No method can provide all answers, as there will always
be inevitable trade-offs. Therefore major efforts towards
multi-modal imaging are being made. In particular,combi-
nations of high-resolution (or even super-resolution) struc-
tural imaging with functional imaging have high potential
ofleading to entirely new insights into cell biology. Live cell
imaging could greatly profit from a combination of super-
resolution and functional/chemically selective imaging (e.g.
linear or nonlinear Raman). Structuring the illumination light
—as well as the light scattered by the sample—will play a
crucial role inmeeting these goals. Combinations with
methods involving plasmonic enhancements or nanos-
tructured surfaces may lead to new types of imaging tools of
unprecedented scope [102].

Optical methods still have to go deeper, for example to
study neuronal networks or stem cell differentiation beyond
the first few cell layers.It has been demonstrated recentlythat
SLMs can ‘undo’ the aberrations induced by the sample itself.
This not only enables a deeper look into the tissue, but also
allows one to stimulate deeper structures, e.g. by locally
uncaging substances by focusing light on the chosen spot. It
requires fast and very precise control of the optical wavefront.
Acoustic guiding or combinations with photoacoustics may
push the limits even further.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
What we need
Wavefront shapers and SLMswere notoriginallydesigned
for microscopy but for use in projection systems. Only
recently they have evolved towards the needs of this new field
of research application. Yet there is still ample room for
improvements towards these goals.

For applications in neural stimulation, or for tailoring
structured illumination beams, liquid crystal SLMs need

tobecome significantly faster. Of course there is an intrinsic
trade-off involving achievable phase shift and response time,
which are both related to the thickness of the liquid crystal
layer. Liquid crystal SLMs also tend to suffer from significant
crosstalk, which limits the accuracy of the displayed phase
pattern. Crosstalk is also a severe limiting factor in most
deformable mirror devices, which are more suitable for cor-
recting smooth aberration than fordisplaying a diffractive
element. DMDs or digital light processors are currently
designed for binary operation, as their mirrors only have two
possible states, ‘on’ and ‘off’, a fact which strongly limits
their efficiency.

An important measure for assessing the quality of an
optical imaging system is the space-bandwidth product [103].
It is given by the number of degrees of freedom necessary to
fully characterize an optical signal or an optical system. This
makes the number of the pixels in the SLM essential, espe-
cially for off-axis imaging with bothhigh resolution and large
field-of-view. Thus affordable spatial phase modulators with a
larger number of independent pixels would greatly benefit this
research field. Ideally this development should be accom-
panied by faster response time and faster data handling.

The quality and the practicality of structuring light in
microscopy also strongly depend on the available light
sources. Intense light sources of tunable spectral bandwidth as
well as tunable spatial coherence would be beneficial. Finally,
microscopy will surely profit from scientific complementary
metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) cameras with faster
readout and lower noise.

Concluding remarks
It is difficult to predict what the optical microscope of the
future will be able to do. It may be anticipated that pro-
grammable light beam structuring will eventually lead to
systems thatautomatically adapt to the sample, optimizing
contrast and resolution according to local needs and over a
large dynamic range. One can also imagine the implementa-
tion ofbuilt-in trade-off management in the microscope that
is based on fast, precise and efficient structuring of light.
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Status
The evolution and synergy of the fields of singular optics and
nanostructured materials is poised to open entirely new
opportunities in fundamental science and applications,
including imaging, increasing capacity of communication
systems through mode-division multiplexing, micro-
manipulation, and building higher-dimensional quantum
encryption systems. Many of these applications require ultra-
compact sources of structured light, or beams carrying
OAMthat can be integrated on a chip. Such integration
requires the availability of ultra-compact, tunable, ultrafast,
low-loss components that can be efficiently coupled to the rest
of a network, be integrated such that all interconnected optical
and electrical components are arranged on a single substrate,
and be compatible with a CMOSfabrication process.

However, until recently the majority of approaches to
generating OAM beams have been based on macroscopic bulky
optical components such as spiral phase plates, cylindrical lens
converters, q-plates, SLMs, or specialty fibres. Some of the first
realizations of a microscopic diffractive optical element for
thegeneration of an OAM were demonstrated about ten years
ago (figures 15(a) and(b)) [104, 105]. Recent progress in the
field of nanofabrication and engineered optical materials,
including metamaterials and metasurfaces, resulted in thede-
monstration of a number of structured light converters based on
various material platforms [104–109].

Metamaterials embody a group of engineered materials
where desirable material properties are engineered through the
structure using meta-atoms. They have received significant
research interest in the past decade and have resulted in the
realization of a number of unique material properties that are not
available in naturally occurring materials [110]. In particular, a
miniaturized astigmatic optical element based on a single biaxial
strongly anisotropic hyperbolic metamaterial was proposed to
convertHermite–Gaussian beams into vortex beams carrying an
OAM and vice versa. Hyperbolic materials, have attracted sig-
nificant attention in recent years owing to their extremely ani-
sotropic properties and all-angle negative refraction with low loss
[110]. The hyperbolic metamaterial behaves as a metal when
light is passing through it in one direction and like a dielectric in
the perpendicular direction. Such a material can be realized using
an array of silver nanowires in a dielectric matrix, as shown in
figure 15(C) [108]. The advantages of the proposed approach
over the existing bulk optics based techniques for OAM beam
generation include compactness and, therefore, compatibility
with ultra-compact opto-electronic circuits, potential reconfigur-
ability and an increased tolerance to misalignment.

Current and future challenges
While metamaterials have been predicted and demonstrated to
produce some unique optical properties and functionalities,
including the possibility ofstructured light generation, practical

obstacles precluding their transition to practical applications and
mass production are high losses, difficulties in fabricating 3D
nanostructures, and incompatibilities of current material plat-
forms (Ag and Au) with the existing CMOS process.

Some of these challenges can be overcome using so-called
metasurfaces that are 2D artificial materials with thicknesses
much smaller than the incident light wavelength, allowing
complete control of the phase, amplitude, and polarization of
light beams. Compared to conventional optical elements, which
rely on long propagation distances, these devices facilitate
strong light–matter interaction in sub-wavelength-width mat-
erial layers, allowing abrupt changes of beam parameters.

Recently, various approaches and designs of metasurfaces
have been demonstrated. An important class of such devices
include space-variant Pancharatnam–Berry phase optical ele-
ments (PBOEs) [104]. The phase change in the PBOEs results
from the geometrical phase that accompanies space-variant
polarization manipulation, rather than arising from optical path
differences asin conventional diffractive and refractive ele-
ments. A novel approach to beam manipulation using flat optics
based on plasmonic antenna arrays was shown to enable novel
flat lenses and optical components for creating optical vortices
(figures 15(D) and(E)) [106, 107].

In another approach, a nanowaveguide array with gradually
changing nanowaveguide radii milled in a metal film was
proposed and demonstrated to control the wavefront of a light

Figure 15. Examples of demonstrated microscale components for
structured light generation. Panel (A), reprinted from [104], copyright
2005, with permission from Elsevier. Panel (B), from [105] copyright
2007 and panel (C, E), from [108] and [107] respectively, copyright
2013 reproduced with permission from The Optical Society. Panel (D),
from [106], reprinted with permission from AAAS. Panel (F), reprinted
with permission from [109], copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.
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beam (figure 15(F)) [109]. The basic idea of such a device is as
follows. Each nanowaveguide introduces a specific phase
change determined by its radius. Therefore, a spatial distribution
of the nanowaveguide radii can be optimized such that a total
phase change of 2π is imposed on the wavefront of the beam
upon its propagation through such an array. As a result, a laser
beam passing through the designed array would acquire an
OAM and would be transformed into a vortex beam with a
topological charge of one. Such a design is ultra-compact and
can be readily integrated on a chip or on a transverse cross-
section of anoptical fibre.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
While metal–dielectric metasurfaces, being 2D structures, par-
tially solve the fabrication challenges associated with the rea-
lization of metamaterials-based structured light components,
they still have a relatively low efficiency due to orthogonal
polarizationcoupling and ohmic losses in metals. Moreover,
they may not be compatible with existing CMOS processes.

A promising alternative solution relies on all-dielectric
resonant structures. In one approach, ultra-compact silicon-
integrated optical vortex emitters, whichrely on whispering
gallery modes of a circular resonator,weredemonstrated to
emit abeam with well-controlled amounts of OAM into free
space (figure 16(A)) [111]. Very recently, a microring laser
producingsingle-mode OAM vortex lasing with the ability to
precisely define the topological charge of the OAM mode was
reported (figure 16(B)) [112].

Another approach is based on the possibility of exciting
both themagnetic and electric resonant responses of high-
refractive index dielectric nanoparticles in the same frequency
range. The presence of both electric and magnetic resonances at
the same frequencies allowsfull 2π phase control in a single-
layer all-dielectric structure necessary for structured light gen-
eration (figures 16(B) and(C)) [113, 114]. In particular, it was
shown that silicon nanostructures, having a relatively high-
refractive index at telecommunication wavelength, can be
optimized to possess overlapping electric and magnetic dipole
resonances in the same frequency range. Such all-dielectric
nanostructures enable high transmission efficiency since they do
not suffer from intrinsic nonradiative losses in metals. Addi-
tionally, dielectric metasurfaces, unlike their 3D analogues,
metamaterials, do not require complicated fabrication techni-
ques and can be produced in one lithographical step.

Future advances necessary to transform this all-dielectric
based approach from laboratory experiments to practical
design and manufacturing requires further developments in
numerical modelling techniques for efficient design and
optimization of these structures, as well as integration of these
devices on a chip and/or with optical fibre technology.

Concluding remarks
In summary, engineered nanostructures are poised to empower
the science and applications of structured light on the micro-
and nanoscales, including trapping and optomechanical micro-
manipulation, optical microscopy, advanced communications,

and quantum information. Recent developments in the field of
silicon-based OAM components offer a practical route to the
realization of ultra-compact, efficient devices compatible with
current semiconductor technologies.
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Figure 16. Vortex emitters and dielectric metasurface-based
components for vortex generation. Panel (A), from [111], reprinted
with permission from AAAS. Panels (B, C) and (D) reprinted with
permission from [113] and [114], respectively, copyright 2015
American Chemical Society.
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Status
Due to their highly controllable and spatiallydependent
amplitude, phase, polarization and angular momenta, struc-
tured light beams offer new opportunities to advance work
with cold atoms. In this sectionwe consider three possibi-
lities: (1) the control of atomic motion, (2) the manipulation
of the quantum state of a quantum degenerate gas and (3) the
emulation of singular optical states using matter waves.

A classic example of the control of atomic motion is
optical trapping. By taking advantage of a dark central
intensity profile that can be created in structured laser beams,
several groups have investigated novel optical dipole trapping
schemes in which the atoms are contained in a dark zone by a
repulsive wall of light [11]. In other examples, laser light that
was structured holographically or using conical refraction was
used to implement novel atom traps [115]. These traps have
the advantage of minimizing photon scattering and parasitic
decoherence and heating effects. A related application of
structured light to cold atoms is atomtronics. For example,
researchers have recently created a toroidal optical dipole trap
able to contain a superfluid Bose–Einstein condensate. By
introducing a weak radial barrier at one point in the torus, an
atomtronic circuit element with a tunable weak link was
realized [116] thereby opening the door tothe realization of
an atomic SQUID analogue.

A close relative of atomtronics is atom optics, which is
the manipulation of atomic de Broglie waves (matter waves)
in analogy to the manipulation of light waves in optics [117].
Experiments have demonstrated mirrors, lenses, beam split-
ters, phase gratings and ultra-sensitive atom interferometers.
In atom optics the underlying physical processes are con-
sidered coherent in that the atom optical element depends on
affecting the phase evolution of the individual incident atomic
wavepackets. When the atoms are part of a Bose–Einstein
condensate (BEC) the meaning of coherent is extended to
refer to the manipulation of the entire condensate wavefunc-
tion (amplitude and phase) coherently. BEC-based atom
optics and atomtronics have enabled quantum and nonlinear
atom optics experiments, including four-wave mixing, atom
lasers, atom transistor analogues, and more. A future direction
is to ask (1) are there additional ways in which a particular
form of structured light, for example singular optical fields
[2, 3, 118, 127], can be used to manipulate the quantum state
of a degenerate (BEC) atomic sample?(2) Are there atom
optical equivalents to singular optics that open the door for
‘singular atom optics’?

As noted, structured light has been used to investigate
novel cold atom traps. In[119, 120] the interaction of sin-
gular light with ultracold atoms instead exploited the fact that
Laguerre–Gaussian laser beams can transport OAM. In [120]

OAM-carrying beams were used to drive coherent Raman
transitions between different Zeeman sublevels of the ground
state atoms in a spinor BEC. During the Raman transition,
conservation of spin and OAM, together with the atom-field
dynamics, enables the singular optical fields to engineer the
spinor BEC wavefunction. The light in the Raman beams
affects the spatial distribution of the individual spin states in
the BEC as well as their relative phases. The position-depen-
dent phase of each of the spin components is also sculpted by
the singular optical fields. As a specific example of this ‘phase
imprinting’ using an OAM beam, a 2π azimuthal phase
winding can be created in the BEC [119]. The azimuthally
varying phase twist represents a superfluid vortex that carries
OAMthrough atomic motion. Matter wave interference
reveals the azimuthal phase of the BEC. The spiral pattern in
figure 17 represents a superposition of counter rotating inter-
fered vortices in the BEC; it matches the pattern that would be
obtained in a purely optical interference experiment involving
Gaussian and Laguerre–Gaussian beams.

Singular optical fields can also be used to create topo-
logically singular states in a BEC such as spin monopoles,
skyrmions, Alice vortex states, and more [120]. This
demonstrates that the combination of singular optical fields
and BEC physics opens the door not only to singular atom
optics, but also for new forms of quantum simulation, BEC
and Hamiltonian engineering, and for new approaches to the
investigation of synthetic gauge fields [121].

Aspects of structured light can be explored by combining
singular optics with atom optics. In singular optics an inter-
esting family of optical states involve those that contain
polarization C-point singularities. These states have names
such as star, lemon and monstar [122]. There is an analogy
between atomic pseudo-spin (described on the Bloch sphere)
and optical polarization (described on the Poincaré sphere)
that can be exploited. This analogy enables the realization of
the atom optical versions of birefringent optical components
such as waveplates and q-plates [123]. In turn these atom
optical elements enable the creation of atomic analogues of
the optical C-point singularities in the atomic spin texture.

Current and future challenges
One important aspect of singular atom optics is that, unlike
singular optics with photons, atoms can be nearly stationary
and can interact with each other. These interactions have
many consequences including affecting the symmetry group
relevant to describing the quantum state of system—a rich
and complex degree of freedom inaccessible in photonic
optics. Furthermore, while optical polarization is cast as a
two-state manifold (left-right circular basis or perpendicular
linear bases), atomic spin can offer a much larger and richer
state space [124]. Thus, the use of atomic de Broglie waves to
simulate singular optical states will allow the emulation of
higher-dimensional Poincaré states of optical polarization and
optical angular momentum which have, to date, only been
considered theoretically [124]. Understanding the properties
of these complex state spaces is fundamental to both the
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physics of complex light and the optical creation of topolo-
gical structures of a BEC.

Singular optical beams are also of interest for applica-
tions in classical and quantum communication and for
information processing. For example, investigations are
underway to determine whether Laguerre–Gaussian beams
are intrinsically less susceptible to distortion when propaga-
tion than simple Gaussian beams. In addition, entangled
photons that carry OAMhave been created. In almost any
vision using singular optics in information processing, the
need for a memory is obvious. Ultracold atomic gasses are
excellent candidates for the memory. In an elegant experiment
in Paris [125] a quantum memory for OAM qubits was
demonstrated in a cold atom sample.However, the develop-
ment of the approach as a robust quantum technology remains
a challenge, and the use of a BEC should offer significant
enhancements in storage time.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
Much of the work described in this chapter is technology
enabled and a number of these technologies are described
elsewhere in this roadmap. Consider one possible application
specific to applying structured light to work with ultracold
atoms. For both quantum simulation and quantum informa-
tion physics, creating arrays of micron-sized sculpted atom
optical states in two and three dimensions is a frontier.

Technical advances such as SLMsand q-plates enable highly
complex singular and non-singular optical fields to be created
for next generation BEC quantum state sculpting. Creating
microscopic arrays requires new approaches. As shown in
figure 18, one can, for example, envision a modification of the
recently developed quantum gas microscope [126] involving
structured light input fields. In the atom microscope a high
performance microscope objective is placed only millimetres
away from a BEC, separated by a thin window of a glass
vacuum cell. By creating a structured light array as the input
to the microscope it may soon be possible to write complex
structures in an atomic sample and to study their evolution
and interaction.

Concluding remarks
The application of structured light to atom optics and to
research on cold quantum gases has enabled a wide range of
experimental opportunities. We see an exciting future for
experimental and theoretical progress for both fundamental
studies and next generation applications.
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Figure 17. The density profile of one spin state of a spinor BEC that
has counter rotating azimuthal phase twists (counter rotating
vortices) and a radial phase gradient. See [119].

Figure 18.Arrays of individually sculpted spinor BEC structures can
be engineered by creating structured light using an SLM array, here
shown imprinting four singular beam regions, and the imaging the
beams through a microscope objective onto the condensate.
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13. Structured light for metrology
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Status
The ability to generate light fields with almost any desired
transverse phase structure has renewedinterest ingener-
atingand analysingoptical fields with new shapes, with the
goal of finding new solutions to old problems. Structured light
has proved to be a very useful tool in fields as diverse as
optical communications, super-resolution microscopy, optical
tweezers and quantum optics to mention just a few [127]. For
instance, the real-time manipulation of structured light allows
for thestudy ofthe interaction dynamics of phase singula-
rities with other systems [128], as well as the generation of
beams with exotic properties such as self-healing [129].

Novel techniques involving the manipulation and struc-
turing of the optical phase have been recently introduced in
the field of optical metrology. In laser remote sensing, a
technique formeasuringdirectly the transverse component of
the velocity of a target has beenproposed. The phase of the
illumination beam is structured in a suitable way according to
the target’s motion to be detected (see figure 19(a)). In this
way, the light scattered back from the target contains infor-
mation about its position and velocity at each instant. The
information is extracted by interfering it with a reference field
[130, 131]. The principle behind this technique has reached
the field of fluid dynamics where it has been demonstrated to
becapable ofmeasuringdirectly the local vorticity of a flow
[132]. In the field of optical activity, a novel approach to
linking the interactions of chiral molecules with structured
light hasrecently been introduced. It is known that chiral
molecules distinguish left-handed from right-handed polar-
ized light by absorbing them at different rates, a phenomenon
known as circular dichroism. In this new approach, the
handedness of twisted light, that is, structured light with an
azimuthally varying phase, has beendemonstrated to produce
an enhanced interaction with chiral molecules [133]. In the
field of profilometry, a technique based on mode projection,
was introduced to overcome some of the major drawbacks
of current techniques for thin film measurement. Highly
sensitive interferometric techniques used to accurately
measure small thicknesses should often operate at the quad-
rature condition. For this, it is necessary to build a wave-
length dependent ridge to place the sample. In the mode
projection approach, the light reflected from the sample is
projected onto an appropriately tailored mode in which the
quadrature condition is imposed, independently of the
wavelength [134].

Current and future challenges
Structured light has proved to be a powerful tool in a wide
variety of fields. However, its successful deployment in out-
of–the-lab environments still depends on the further devel-
opment of certain crucial technologiesin order to produce the
appropriate devices to generate structured fields in such
conditions and to merge these with the required application.

On the generation side, current technology provides
powerful devices to reshape Gaussian beams into structured
fields, such as SLMs, one of the most versatile devices
available in the market. SLMs are high-resolution liquid
crystal devices capable of generating a myriad of structured
fields. A computer-generated hologram, designed to produce
the required field, is displayed on a liquid crystal device. The
flat phase of a Gaussian beam is then transformed into a
structured field. The refresh rate of SLMs can be as high as
high as 60 Hz, allowing for the rapid generation and
switching of structured fields. Some of the disadvantages of
present SLMs are their market prices, and in some cases their
volume, making its incorporation into certain applications
difficult. Hence, one of the biggest challenges of current
technology is perhaps the mass production of cheaper and
smaller devices customized for each application.

On the application side, the use of structured light for
metrology unveiled other technological challenges. The big-
gest is perhaps the incorporation of structured fields into
existing devices to improve their capabilities. In the case, for
example, of laser remote sensing, current systems can mea-
surevelocity, andits magnitude and direction, making use of
heterodyne detection. For its implementation, an optical fre-
quency offset between the illumination and the reference
beam is introduced. This offset can be achieved by mechan-
ical means, for example using rotating waveplates, or through

Figure 19. Applications of structured light to: (a) laser remote
sensing, (b) vorticity in fluids, (c) optical activity in chiral molecules
and (e)thin film measurement.
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the use of acousto-optic modulators and electro-optic fre-
quency shifters. A drawback of these systems is the need
forcustomization to a particular beam size and specific fre-
quency. The incorporation of dynamic structured fields into
current systems can providealternative methods that donot
require the use of additional optical elements. One way to
implement this technique is through the use of SLMs, but its
low refresh rate represents a major barrier [135].

In some cases, the usefulness of using structured light has
been demonstrated only theoretically. Therefore one of the
first challenges is its experimental demonstration. For exam-
ple, even though it has been predicted an enhanced response
of chiral molecules, upon illumination with azimuthally
structured light, this prediction has not been observed yet.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
Even though SLMs have noticeably advanced the generation
of structured light fields, their price represents a major dis-
advantage. On top of that, their low refresh rate, polarization
and wavelength dependency and efficiency sometimes might
become an issue. The DMDoffers a promising alternative. A
DMD is a chip composed of several hundred thousand
microscopic mirrors arranged in a rectangular array
(figure 20(a)). Each mirror can be controlled individually by
rotating it ±10°–12°, to an ‘on’ or ‘off’ state. DMDs are
orders of magnitude cheaper, polarization insensitive and
their refresh rate can reach afew kHz. Even though DMDs
have been used to generate structured fields, their modulation
efficiency is still a challenge.

The combination of both technologies, SLMs and
DMDs, would bring significant advances to transfer novel
ideas from a laboratory concept to a real application. But
technology alsohas to advancein other directions to incor-
porate new ideas into existing devices. For example, in the
case of laser remote sensing, the technology formonitoring
moving targets is well known. Current systems employ
Gaussian laser beams but certainly the addition of structured
fields would significantly expand their capabilities. One can
envision a laser system that measures at once both the long-
itudinal and the transverse components of velocity. This
possibility has been conceptually demonstrated in the
laboratory, where the alternation between two different
fields,Gaussian andazimuthally structured, allows theful-
lcharacterization of 3Dhelical motion [136]. Here, an SLM
allows changing from one field to the other, inherently lim-
iting this technique to the refresh rate of the SLM.

Concluding remarks
In summary, structured light fields are increasingly finding
applications in a wide variety of fields. They have shown their

potential where commonly used Gaussian beams have
encountered physical limitations. Up to now, applications
have been discovered in fields as diverse as optical commu-
nications, optical manipulation, super-resolution microscopy,
and optical metrology but many more are yet to be found.

Moreover, one of the most versatile devices for gen-
eratingstructured light fields is the SLM, but it is a tech-
nology not affordable by everyone and bears some other
disadvantages. A potential alternative lies in the technology of
the DMD that, although ithas some issues of its own, is at
least an order of magnitude cheaper than equivalent
SLMdevices.

Indeed, one of the major challenges for future applica-
tions is the production of cheaper, faster and highly efficient
devices for generatingstructured fields. This will significantly
impact on other fields of research by them benefitingfrom the
use of structured fields.
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Figure 20. (a) The DMD can be used to generate structured fields.
Each mirror can be set to an ’on’ or ’off’ state by rotating it from
+12° to −12°. (b) Full characterization of3D motion through the
use of structured light.
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Status
Atomtronics is an emerging field of application for quantum
gases that seeks to implement analogues of electronics circuits
in superfluid systems [137]. As such, the applicationof ana-
logues to circuit elements (capacitors/inductors/resistors
[138], transistors/diodes/batteries [139, 146]) has recently
been demonstrated. These lumped elements rely on thepre-
cise control of both the confining potential, where superfluid
flow is analogous to electric current, while extrinsic properties
such as the system chemical potential form isanalogous
tothe voltage applied across a conventional circuit.

Confining potentials for quantum gases generally may be
either magnetic or utilizethe optical dipole force resulting
from a far-off-resonant optical beam. As the ability to
microscopically configure magnetic potentials is spatially
limited by the macroscopic current-carrying wires, structured
light has emerged as the tool of choice for the production of
configurable potentials at the micron-scale.

The earliest examples of atomtronics with bosonic and
fermionic quantum gases were a series of impressive
experiments in optical lattice potentials. Utilizing the standing
wave interference of multiple optical beams to produce an
optical lattice, these systems represent a remarkably simple
implementation of structured light. Lattice systems are well
described by the Bose–Hubbard or Fermi–Hubbard Hamil-
tonian, and arein close analogy toelectrons in a periodic
lattice, and exhibit aband structure and insulating states.
Even for the bosonic case, the typically repulsive mean field
interactions lead to a decreased likelihood of finding two
bosonic atoms together in the same lattice site, in close ana-
logy tosolid state electronics [137]. Lattice methods have
enabled the recent demonstration of diode-like negative
differential conductivity in an atomtronic device [139].

The extensive research on the use of structured light for
optical tweezers has also given atomtronics a suitable starting
point for the production of more complex potential land-
scapes. These techniques, as applied to quantum gases, can be
generally categorized into two classifications—those based on
time-averaging methods and those utilizingSLMsin either a
Fourier or direct imaging plane. We review first the progress
that has been made with time-averaged methods.

The most configurable time-averaged traps have been
produced from the rapid angular modulation of a Gaussian
beam with a two-axis acousto-optic modulator. As the Bose-
condensed atoms in a typical quantum gas experiment
approach temperatures in the nK regime, for suitably weak
confinement, the atoms can only follow the time average of
the scanned beam. This means that raster scanning can be
used to rapidly trace complex planar patterns, while vertical
confinement of the atoms is provided through an attractive
Gaussian sheet, as shown in figure 21. First introduced in the

context of ring traps for Sagnac effect-based interferometers,
these methods have since been expanded to producing atom
waveguides [140], large ring traps, and extended line traps
[141]. As the ultracold atoms are confined to the absolute
minima of the final potential, smoothness of the scanned
pattern is of paramount importance, and recently feed-forward
methods have been used to correct scanned potentials,
resulting in a large degree of uniformity [141]. These methods
have been used to produce a barrier across a ring-shaped trap
to realize a weak-link atomtronic Josephson junction [142].

The production of static and/or quasi-static structured
potentials for atomtronic applications means SLMs have been
implemented in quantum gas experiments. In optical twee-
zerapplications SLMsare most often used in the Fourier
plane. In this implementation, the SLM controls the phase
and/or amplitude of an input Gaussian optical beam, with the
pattern representing the spatial Fourier transform of the
desired amplitude pattern. The optical system then focuses
this sculpted light pattern on the plane containing the atoms,
performing a Fourier transform and recovering the desired
spatial pattern. These methods can, however, suffer from laser
speckle (optical vortices) resulting from both digitization
errors and also defects in the phase pattern from algorithmic
optimization of the SLM pattern. As cold atoms are sensitive
to defects in the trapping potentials at the ∼1% level, optical
speckle has limited the application of phase-based Fourier
plane SLMs in quantum gases [143]. Recent progress on
optimizing these patterns has, however, been promising, and
it is expected that successful implementation of arbitrarily
configured trapped atoms using Fourier plane methods will be
demonstrated soon. However, Fourier plane methods are-
particularly useful for phase imprinting, as has been demon-
strated successfully to imprint vortex/skyrmion
structures [144].

A simpler and, to date, more successful methodology for
creating configurable optical potentials for quantum gases is
the direct imaging of amplitude patterns. This may be as
simple as the use of a fixed mask, which has been utilized to

Figure 21. The time average technique for creating a dumbbell
potential, an atomtronic analogue of an RLC circuit. By rapidly
scanning the focused beam between the points indicated, a time-
averaged potential is generated.
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produce double-well dumbbell potentials (analogous to an
RLC circuit) [138]. Though amplitude based direct imaging
methods are less commonly encountered in optical tweezers,
the method of generalized phase contrast utilizes interference
between a spatially configured phase pattern and reference
beam to produce an intermediate amplitude pattern, subse-
quently reimaged to the trapping plane. This method has been
utilized to realize a double-well potential RC atomtronic
circuit [138].

A recently emerging and powerful amplitude based
method is the use of DMDsfor configuring the amplitude of
an input beam either in the Fourier plane or in a direct ima-
ging configuration [145]. In the latter case, the implementa-
tion is similar to the fixed mask technique mentioned above,
but with the advantage of being dynamically configurable.
The rapid switching capability of DMD devices (∼20× that
of a comparable phase-modulating SLM), and the ability to
store large numbers of frames holds great promise for high
precision and dynamic atomtronic potentials for quantum
gases derived from DMDs.

Current and future challenges
We summarize here the trade-offs between the different
techniques shown in figure 22. Time-averaged traps may still
introduce density modulations to the trapped gas, even at scan
frequencies above 100× the relevant trapping frequency.
Such methods are however advantageous for easily producing
large configured trapping patterns.

SLMs in the Fourier plane have been largely limited by
laser speckle, but with algorithmic optimization of the pat-
terns improving, the shortcomings and drawbacks of using
them are to large extent gone. Such methods can be quite light
efficient, with diffraction efficiencies above 50%. However,
producing large high-resolution patterns remains challenging
as accuracy suffers at the high diffraction orders required.

Direct imaging methods, especially those utilizing
DMDs, appear well suited for the generation of high-resolu-
tion patterns of larger spatial extent when compared with
phase-based methods. This however comes at the cost of light
efficiency, as the light illuminating mirrors in the ‘off’ state
arelost from the optical system.

Full control of both the amplitude and phase of quantum
matter waves appears possible with a combination of these
various technologies. However, the requirements for this

remain technically challenging, as quantum gases have only
just begun to be arbitrarily configured at their smallest (sub-
micron) length scales, as required for the implementation of
tunnelling-based devices such as atomtronic diodes [139].

Concluding remarks
Atomtronics seeks to implement analogues of electronic
devices using ultracold quantum gases. Structured light pro-
vides tools enabling this field, complimenting the work done
using atom chips [146]. Such optical methods benefit from the
rapid improvements in the precision and flexibility of optical
trapping techniques, and full control of both the amplitude
and phase of quantum gases in configured geometries appears
feasible in the near future.
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Figure 22. Comparison of the three SLM methods: (a) a phase or
amplitude modulated SLM is illuminated with a collimated beam,
resulting in the desired Fourier transform at the image plane; (b)
interference with a phase dot results in an intermediate image that is
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15. Nanoaperture tweezers: structured light at the
nanoscale

Reuven Gordon
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Status
Light−matter interactions can be enhanced by structured light
at the nanoscale. This is of particular benefit for light inter-
actions with single nanoparticles, such as colloidal quantum
dots, upconverters, viruses, DNA fragments and proteins. To
achieve structured light at the nanoscale, many researchers
have used nanoplasmonics,shaping metals at the nanoscale to
control the flow of light.

Here, I focus on the application of structured light to
nanoaperture optical trapping tweezers, or nanoaperture
tweezers. In 2009it was shown that a single circular aperture
in a metal film could achieve stable trapping of 100 nm
diameter polystyrene beads while using less than a milliwatt
of laser power [147]. That was considered a significant step
forward because for the first time it was possible to overcome
the limitations of the strong size-dependence of Rayleigh
scattering and thereby to hold nanoparticles with low optical
powers. The trick was to use the sensitivity of Bethe apertures
to dielectric loading in order to overcome the limitation of
Rayleigh scattering. As an added benefit, the trapping was
easily monitored by just observing large changes in optical
transmission through the aperture.

Following that work, we recognized that shaped aper-
tures (beyond the simple circle) could be used to trap smaller
nanoparticles, single proteins [148], and single-stranded (ss)
DNA. The shaping was required to structure the optical field
at the nanoscale level to be comparable in dimension to the
nanoparticle being trapped. Figure 23 shows experimental
data of a20 nm polystyrene sphere trapping with a double-
nanohole aperture shape. With shaped apertures, it has
beendemonstrated that nanoparticles could be trapped and
translated at the end of a near-field tapered fibre optic probe
[149], opening up possibilities in nanoassembly and particle
selection/isolation.

Thisworkdemonstrated the potential of using aperture
tweezers for single molecule biophysics and nanotechnology.
Using this platform in conjunction with established practices
in lab-on-chip, spectroscopy and microscopy (including
scanning probe), it is anticipated that powerful new approa-
ches will emerge. For example, by interfering two trapping
laser beams of slightly different frequency, we were able to
‘listen’ to the acoustic vibrations of nanoparticles in an
approach termed extraordinary acoustic Raman (EAR)
spectroscopy [150]. EAR spectroscopyhas been applied to
colloids, proteins [150] and ssDNA (see figure 24). This
technique makes use of temporal structuring of light to
modulate the electrostriction force at frequencies from the
GHz to theTHz range.

Based on these early demonstrations, it is envisioned that
nanoaperture tweezers will find applicationin nanoscale
assembly, biosensors and new approaches to drug discovery.

Current and future challenges
Moving nanoaperture tweezers towards their potential first
requires an appreciation of the unique benefits of nanoapertures
in the context of structured light at the nanoscale. To this end, I
outline the main challenges to structured light at the nanoscale
for which nanoapertures are particularly well suited to solve.

(1) Apertures couple efficiently to radiation. While plas-
monic nanoparticles usually do not achieve even half

Figure 23. Change in laser transmission through a double nanohole
in 100 nm thick gold film with trapping of a20 nm diameter
polystyrene sphere (nanoparticle) in solution. The transmission is
proportional to the avalanche photodetector voltage. An abrupt step
occurs at trapping (20% jump in transmission), as well as an increase
in intensity fluctuations from Brownian motion of the nanoparticle.

Figure 24. EAR spectroscopyused to probe the elastic vibrations of
nanoparticles in a double nanohole. Two trapping lasers are used to
produce a beating intensity, which drives the vibrations through
electrostriction. Greater noise (normalized RMS variation) is seen at
a vibrational resonance.
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the single channel limit, resonant nanoapertures routi-
nely approach that limit [151].

(2) Local field enhancement. Nanoapertures can provide
local fields orders of magnitude higher than the incident
field. For example, slits in metal films have been used to
confine light to a gap over three thousand times smaller
than the wavelength and enhance the surface enhanced
IR absorption by 105 [152].

(3) Surface sensitivity. Slits have the highest surface
sensitivity among common plasmonic structures; higher
than single surfaces or thin metal films [153]. Since an
aperture can be thought of as a metal–insulator–metal
region (like a slit) it is very sensitive to changes in
refractive index at the surface.

(4) Heating. Apertures efficiently remove heat because of
the surrounding metal film having a high thermal
conductivity. For the same local intensity, the heating
can be four orders of magnitude smaller than similar
plasmonic nanoparticles [154]. (These particles are
similar in the sense that they create the same local field
intensities on resonance.)

(5) Background interference. Nanoapertures allow for
background free operation, limiting signals from the
surrounding environment. For example, this has been
used to limit the effective probing volume in fluores-
cence correlation spectroscopy [155].

(6) Polarization control. Nanoapertures allow for polariza-
tion control, even allowing for probing chiral light–
matter scattering. Nanoscale chiral light is present
inangled slits, for example [156].

(7) Nanoapertures as nanopores. Nanoapertures can be
formed as pores to combine with nanopore technologies
(such as those envisioned for DNA sequencing).

(8) Scanning nanoapertures. Nanoapertures can be com-
bined with scanning probe microscopies to enable pick-
and-place nanofabrication and as well as nanopipetting
of single nanoparticles from a solution [149].

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
Recognizing the potential advantages outlined in the previous
section, the key challenge will be in the design and realization

of nanoapertures that fully exploit them in many applications,
particularly those involving tweezing.

On the design side, numerical and analytic approaches
have proved useful in parametric studies of how apertures
perform. Ideally, these approaches should be matched with
experiments to close the design-build-test-repeat loop.

As with any nanotechnology, there is also the challenge
of reliable and scalable fabrication techniques. Template
stripping is an example of a promising approach for crea-
tingnanoapertures for optical tweezers while limiting the
reliance on slow and costly focused ion beam milling [152].
Atomic layer deposition [152] and self-assembled monolayers
enable the formation of narrow apertures for maximal field
enhancement.

When combining nanoapertures with suspended film (as
in nanopores) or fibre-probe technologies (as in near-field
tapered probes), the nanofabrication becomes even more
challenging and it is not clear if truly scalable nanofabrication
will emerge to take this out of the specialist lab and into the
general user base.

Concluding remarks
In summary, nanoapertures provide enhanced functionality
for shaping light at the nanoscale because of their strong
optical coupling, high local field intensities, high surface
sensitivity, low heating, low background noise and degree of
polarization control at the nanoscale. Double-nanohole aper-
tures have already been used to analyse proteins, protein–
protein interactions, protein–small molecule interactions,
protein–DNA interactions, nanoparticle size/composition,
etc. In the future, these apertures can be combined with
nanopore and scanning probe techniques to give greater
functionality in applications involving nanoscale analysis
(e.g., DNA sequencing) and assembly (e.g., placing quantum
dots in a plasmonic antenna feed-gap).
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16. Structured light optical tweezers
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Status
The mechanical properties of light have been speculated upon
and investigated since Kepler postulated that the shape of the
tail of comets depends on the action of sunlight on it in the
form of radiation pressure. It took until 1970, when Ashkin
observed a significant radiation pressure force on dielectric
particles using highly focused laserlight, that the first
demonstration of optical 3D trapping, anoptical tweezers trap
or single beam gradient trap, was given[157]. Numerous
experiments and developments in the field followed and the
phenomenon has found a vast number of applications in
colloidal physics, biology and biomedicine. An important
capability of optical tweezers is the ability to non-invasively
trap and hold in space a single particle using a single beam of
light/laser. It has been demonstrated that this technique
enables control over the movement of a particle to within a
few Ångströms and themeasurement of forces acting on the
trapped object down to femto Newtons. Optical trapping has
been used to manipulate organelles within cells, tostudy-
viscoelastic properties, and tostudymolecular motors,
among many other interesting applications. In order to be able
to conduct these quantitative studies the traps had to be well
characterized and often carefully calibrated.

The use of Laguerre–Gaussian beams improves trap
depth along the laser beam propagation axis for small azi-
muthal mode indices and produces visible orbital motion for
large azimuthal modes [158].

The development of holographic opticaltweezers clo-
sely followed, whichenabled studies of hydrodynamic cor-
relations and microscopic artificial crystals. Holographic
optical tweezers are used to provide dynamically controlled
structured light. In this approach, dynamically modulated
phase gradients and multiple traps ensure vastly increased
capabilities of optical manipulation [159]. The result of such a
light field is shown in figure 25. Large objects can also be
manipulated using ‘macro tweezers’ in which axially struc-
tured light is reflected back on itself to create a large dyna-
mical trapping volume, enabling a large cell sized object to be
manipulated in 3D using holographic optical tweezers meth-
ods [160].

Careful design and fabrication of small structures used in
combination with structured light fields can be used to
manipulate the surrounding environment,such as the creation
of fluid flow or the generation of vortices and torque [161].

The extension of optical tweezers into turbid media
requires control of aberrations induced by scattering of the
media. Schemes to sample and correct these aberrations have
been demonstrated and applied in experiments [162].

Optical fibres can achieve 3D optical trapping using
structured light [163]. Dynamical corrections to the wavefront

allow the use of a simple multi-mode fibre to achieve optical
trapping [164].

Structured light is also used to simultaneously increase
optical trap stiffness and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This is
achieved by optimizing the incident light field to the geometry
of the particle so that small motions lead to large changes in
the scattered light [165]. The example of the structured light
field scattered by a particle is shown in figure 26.

Current and future challenges
Important progress for applying structured light inoptical
tweezers has been made. The simultaneous sampling of the
transmission properties of a system and corrections have been
developed. There are still improvements to be made in terms
of the speed of generating dynamical structured light for
optical tweezerapplications. GPU processing techniques
using architectures such as OpenGL/OpenCL or CUDA have
been essential for the advancement of optical micro-
manipulation as well as optical trapping and imaging through
fibres and turbid media. However, ‘real-time’ dynamical
structured light is only as immediate as the bandwidth of the
processing and (in the case of liquid crystal technologies)

Figure 25. Holographic optical tweezers with 41 traps in a precisely
defined pattern.

Figure 26. Local field power of the structured light field for
enhanced optical trapping of large particles (green circle). Illumi-
nation from below.
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thedisplay step. For example, 30 Hz/fps versus 1000 Hz/fps
can be a factor in the response to dynamical changes in a
coupled physical/biological system.

Deep tissue optical trapping requires structured light
techniques to be effective by increasing trap stiffness and
improving mode shape. Current methods include the use of
guide stars to find the scattering tissue phase corrections.
This, whilst making deep tissue trapping possible, constitutes
an ongoing challenge for the placement of the guide star and
the effect that its inclusion has on the system.

Somewhat related to deep tissue trapping and there-
sponse to dynamical changes is a challenge associated with
the efficiency of dynamical structured light methods as
functions of speed, wavelength, and stability. A phase-only
shifting device, such as an SLM,suffers from low response
times, poor wavelength response and phase-flicker. An
amplitude-only device such as a DMD has excellent wave-
length response, speed and no phase-flicker, but has inher-
ently low efficiency, limited to approximately 30% of that of
a perfect SLM. A fixed device may be optimized to have
excellent wavelength response, stability and fidelity but by
definition is inherently unchanging.

The presence of apertures in optical systems disrupts the
transmission and transformation of structured light fields.
This is especially apparent in optical tweezer systems with
highly apertured optical elements to achieve large gradient
forces. Therefore, the range of structured light fields practi-
cally realizable in optical tweezers are limited. Reformulation
of the structured light to be less sensitive to the presence of
apertures will improve the production of ‘for-purpose’ fields
in optical trapping experiments. In addition, the high-num-
erical apertures of optical tweezer systems take the mode
shaping problem out of the scalar paraxial wave regime into
the time-harmonic vector wave domain [166].

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
Continuing improvements in GPU technologies and tools will
improve real-time measurement and control of microscopic
objects with existing devices. Further development of devices
such as DMDs and SLMs will improve the ability to dyna-
mically manipulate sample properties at high efficiency. An

ideal device will becomprised of both phase and amplitude
quadrature control at high speeds. A future composite device
could fulfil this role.

Volume hologram methods will enable greater flexibility
and degree of control of structured light, simplifying optical
systems and allowing greater integration of optical elements
into compact devices. For example, when using a thin device,
such as a commercial SLM, the interference in the multiple
spots leads to a substantial reduction in efficiency. It is pos-
sible to maintain high-efficiency diffraction with a volume
hologram. Multi-colour structured light is possible using
volume holograms and will lead to greater control of optical
micromanipulation as it will enable the construction of
complex fields with noninteracting components.

Improvements in modelling optical systems may elim-
inate the need to use guide stars deep inside tissue so that a
broader range of experiments can be carried out. Given the
amount of interest in the area of wave diffraction modelling
and characterization, new avenues for approaching this pro-
blem will develop. The same can be said for non-paraxial
modelling of structured light used in optical tweezers.

In an even more speculative idea, we could imagine an
illumination source combining a dynamical wave shifting
device to convert a source laser into a perfect Huygens-type
light source where high-intensity light gradients appear on
demand. It would simultaneously remove many of the optical
elements used today and miniaturize the experimental appa-
ratus such that it could be utilized in lab-on-a-chip devices.
The resolution of such a device will be a limiting factor for
the production of large intensity gradient structured light from
a plane source.

Concluding remarks
Structured light has been well integrated into optical tweezer
experiments. A number of challenges still remain with regards
to the speed, efficiency and range of applicability. The ful-
filment of these challenges will ensure continued develop-
ment of the field and lead to a number of scientific discoveries
by leveraging the promise of non-contact manipulation of
optical tweezers and the flexibility and level of control offered
by structured light methodologies.
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17. Quantum information processing with structured
light

Jacquiline Romero and Andrew G White

University of Queensland

Status
The spatial structure of light most often refers to the ampl-
itude and phase modulation of the field on the transverse
plane—thetransverse spatial mode—but can also refer to
other properties such as the direction of the oscillation of the
field—thepolarization mode. In this short review, we focus
mainly on the transverse spatial mode (see figure 27).
Encoding information, which is equivalent to the generation
of the different transverse modes, has moved from the use of
static elements to the use of dynamic elements. The use of
programmable devices, such as SLMs, deformable mirrors
and DMDs, is becoming more commonas an alternative to
the use of fixed holograms and mode converters,consisting
ofrefractive optical elements such as cylindrical lenses.
Optical elements also work in the reverse direction; hence the
readout of information is also well developed using the same
elements used for encoding combined with appropriate
detectors (see figure 28).

Quantum information processing, or the manipulation of
information between encoding and readout, comes in many
forms. The simplest is quantum communication, which
requires encoding and decoding with minimal manipulation
inbetween. Much has been done in this area (see the review in
section 18). The most difficult is universal quantum compu-
tation, and the use of structured light in this field is still in the
juvenile phase. For example, quantum teleportation, which is
recognized as a building block for universal quantum com-
putation, was only recently shown in hybrid spin and OAM
states of single photons (associated with both thepolarization
and transverse modes) [167]. Intermediate between quantum
communication and universal quantum computation is
quantum simulation, and this is an area where the naturally
high-dimensional nature of structured light can be useful.

The Gaussian family of transverse modes provide a
straightforward, orthogonal basis to access higher dimen-
sions. Extending quantum information processing to qudits
(d-level systems) is motivated by practical advantages such as
increased information capacity, resilience to noise and
improved security.

Current and future challenges
Detection efficiency is an issue that all optical implementa-
tions of quantum information processing confront. High-
efficiency (above 90%) superconducting single-photon
detectors are available, but they require very low-temperature
operation. These detectors are usually fed by single-mode
fibresthattransmit only the fundamental Gaussian mode.
Hence, an efficient method is needed to transform the mode
resulting from the processing task to the fundamental

Gaussian mode. The transformation is commonly achieved
with planar holograms (see figure 28), but this is not highly
efficient and providesonly an approximate transformation—
albeit 90% and above—if both amplitude and phase are not
simultaneously controlled [168]. To circumvent the need for
this conversion, optical fibres that can support structured light

Figure 27. Gaussian family of modes. Different orders provide a
natural basis for qudit quantum information processing.

Figure 28. Scheme for quantum state tomography of qutrit using
holograms. The target mode couples to the detector (a), while any
other mode is rejected (b). The eight-segment analysis hologram
need not measure all three-mode superpositions;it is enough to
measure two-part superpositions. {G, R, L, H, V, D, A} correspond
to the main spatial mode analysed by that segment. The positions
(i)–(iii) and and (iv)–(vi) correspond to degenerate and non-
degenerate qutrits, respectively. Reprinted with permission from
[175]. Copyright 2004 by the American Physical Society.
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can be used. However, these types of fibres are not widely
available, and even then support only a few modes [169].

Quantum computation with qubits, such as the polariza-
tion of single photons, is well understood in theory. Within
the circuit model of computation, universal gate sets for
qubits are known, e.g. any operation can be reduced to a
combination of the Hadamard, phase rotation and CNOT
gates. More importantly, these gates can be implemented with
linear optics [170]. Universal quantum computation for qudits
require arbitrary d-dimensional rotations and a generalized
CNOT operation (CINC or SUMin the literature) [171].
However, experimental implementations of these operations
are scarce because of the difficulty, and more importantly
because—at least in the circuit model of quantum computa-
tion—using qudits instead of qubits offers no known com-
putational advantage [172].

By contrast, there is an advantage in using structured
light within the cluster model of quantum computation, where
larger cluster states are needed for longer computations.
Cluster states can be created deterministically for continuous
variables,e.g. in squeezed light,whereas they can only be
created probabilistically with qubits [173]. Involving more
transverse spatial modes can increase the size of the cluster
state, and therefore the information processing capability.
Sources of such clusters of transverse spatial modes have not
been developed yet, and even if they are, the coherent, non-
linear operations required are difficult to perform in a lossless
manner.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
Programmable volume holographic elements with a high
mode conversion efficiency have the potential to revolutio-
nize quantum information processing with structured light.
Such elements will have the capability oftransforming
between the different modes within the high-dimensional
state space. This has the obvious benefit of increasing both
generation and detection efficiencies, but more importantly
can serve as convenient single qudit gates to achieve single
qudit manipulation. Research in volume holography is often
geared towards storage and projection [174], and much work
is needed for quantum information processing using these
devices.

Universal quantum computation with qudits remains to
be formulated and demonstrated, but simpler tasks such as
quantum bit commitment and quantum state tomography have
been achieved [175]. One realization that applies to tomo-
graphy is that measuring d-superposition states is not neces-
sary [175], making the holograms less complicated. If
universal quantum computation with qudits can be formulated

such that arbitrary rotations within different subsets of the d-
dimensional space are enough, the manipulation can also be
made simpler. But as it is, there are more promising platforms
for universal quantum computation,e.g. cluster state with
polarization qubits, therefore, from the theoretical side, the
community can instead focus on algorithms that naturally
make use of qudit encodings. Examples include the quantum
Fourier transform, magic state distillation, and simulations of
quantum field theories [176].

Information encoded in light is stable because there is
very little intrinsic decoherence at electromagnetic fre-
quencies. Whilst a boon for encoding, this is a bane for
theprocessing of information. Because of the lack of photon–
photon interaction in linear optics, current two-qubit gates
work only probabilistically. Nonlinearities sensitive to the
single-photon level have onlyrecently been achieved in
photonic nanostructures, e.g. using quantum dots in a pho-
tonic crystal waveguide [177, 178] or micropillar cavity
[177]. It is likely that nonlinearities will also play a role
inimplementing two-qudit gates and also offer better storage
since memories are inherently multilevel. Continued advance
in this area can lead to more efficient quantum information
processing architectures in the future.

Concluding remarks
Quantum information processing with structured light is a
natural route to higher-dimensional quantum computation.
Protocols such as teleportation, quantum state tomography
and quantum bit commitment have been shown, but more
complicated processes await demonstration. On the theor-
etical front, more motivation is needed to inspire experimental
implementations of quantum computation with structured
light. On the technological front, qudit manipulation is the
most salient issue that needs to be addressed. Programmable
volume holographic elements can fill this gap, but research in
this area in connection with quantum information processing
is limited. An indirect, but nonetheless promising approach
could be the integration of transverse spatial modes with
other, more often used degrees of freedom such as polariza-
tion and path (as in waveguides). Optical nonlinearities from
nanostructures can also usher in photon–photon interactions
specific to structured light and that will open upnovel qudit
architectures.
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18. Quantum communication using structured light
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Status
Quantum information science has numerous potential appli-
cations, from allowing for computational speed-up to
achieving unconditionally secure communication. It has
pushed the limits of our understanding of quantum physics as
well as our technological ability to control quantum systems.
When it comes to the distribution and communication of
quantum information over long distances, only photons can
be considered as realistic candidate carriers of quantum
information. Moreover, photonic quantum experiments are
already in the process of opening up a novel, promising field
of quantum information science, namely high-dimensional
encoding (e.g. see section 17). By moving beyond qubits to
high-dimensional states to encode quantum information, such
so-called qudits pave the way to novel fundamental tests and
enhancingmany quantum information protocols, such as
superdense coding or quantum key distribution (QKD)
schemes. One of the most rapidly evolving fields to physically
implement such an encoding scheme is the use of the trans-
verse spatial mode of light and its nearly arbitrarily complex
structure.

Shortly after the first experimental demonstration of
entanglement between light structures (which intended to
show entanglement of OAM[58]) the first high-dimensional
experiment and its application to quantum cryptography was
demonstrated. Since then the technology to generate,
manipulate and detect quantum states encoded in the structure
of light has advanced, and so have demonstrations of their use
in quantum communication. Recently, experimental demon-
strations have further pushed the limits on the dimensionality
of entanglement [179] and the distance over which such states
can be distributed [180]. In particular, much attention has
been paid to high-dimensional quantum cryptography using
structured light, due to its higher key rate and better noise
resistance [181].

However, compared to the mature technology of com-
mercially available 2Dquantum communication systems,
many challenges are still waiting to be solved for structured
light. Ongoing efforts to meet the requirements of quantum
schemes in efficiency and quality will be beneficial in other
applications of structured light, such as classical information
encoding, enhanced imaging or optical tweezers. Similarly,
novel findings from these fields will speed up the progress of
quantum communication science.

Current and future challenges
Quantum information schemes using complex light modes
have increasingly attracted attention and advanced in recent
years. The fundamental reason for this is the laboratory rea-
lization of a high-dimensional quantum state. Another

important reason is the fast progress in thegeneration and
detection of structured photons with matured technologies,
such as SLMsor single-photon sensitive cameras. Although
the versatility and efficiency of such devices already meet the
required standards, their usefulness in future applications or
novel proof-of-concept experiments is limited to modulation
frequencies of at most a few kHz [181]. However, a recently
developed technique to efficiently sort structured light modes
has helped to overcome some major obstacles [182]. With it,
and its subsequent enhancements, near-perfect deterministic
detection with multiple outcomes has become possible.
Similarly, the sorter, if used in reverse, generates structured
photons; thus, it translates the modulation frequency problem
for generating structured photons to the problem of switching
between different paths, a task which can be carried out at
very high speed. The application of this technique in quantum
experiments has already begun, and will advance the field of
high-dimensional quantum communication considerably.

In order to fully take advantage of the structured photons
and the associated high-dimensional state space, an important
device is still missing:a device that is able perform any
modulation (unitary operation) of the qudit state in a con-
trolled and efficient manner. Such a device, often called a
multiport, would allow quantum operations in the high-
dimensional space and could therefore be used to perform
quantum computational tasks even on a single carrier. Addi-
tionally, it would improve quantum communication schemes
by enabling (in combination with the aforementioned sorter)
efficient detection in all mutually unbiased bases, thereby
advancing high-dimensional quantum state analysis and QKD
schemes.

Another important task will be the efficient and undis-
turbed long distance distribution of the structured photons.
Here, fibre and free-space links are facing different chal-
lenges. Standard fibres that support multi-modal structures
must compensate for strong intermodal coupling that other-
wise limits their practicality. Custom-made fibres [183]
overcome this limitation (see figure 29(a)) but still ought to be
considered ongoing research, especially for larger dimensions
and in quantum experiments. In free space, atmospheric tur-
bulence distorts the spatial structure and thus prevents error-
free transmission. Although intra-city links of up to 3 km
have been shown to work without active compensation for
such disturbances [180], compensation will be required to
enhance performance, and enlarge communication distances,
and are therefore an inevitable next technological challenge to
be tackled (see also section 19). While both options show
tolerant rates of loss upon propagation, the distance crucially
limits the maximal detection efficiencies for free-space links
due to enlarged modes.

However, generating, manipulating, distributing and
measuring spatial structures of quantum states is only one side
of the coin: entangling photons and distributing entanglement
are other challenges yet to be solved. The most common way
of generating high-dimensional entanglement relies on the
statistical process of parametric down-conversion, in which
neither the dimensionality of the entanglement, nor the
number of entangled photons can be easily tailored at will.
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Better control would certainly be necessary for a qudit-
boosted quantum network. In addition, the distribution of
high-dimensional entanglement of structured photons would
be required. Again, the direct distribution of entangled pho-
tons over long distances has yielded promising first results,
but needs to be improved. Additionally, a key feature in
quantum information, quantum teleportation of a high-
dimensional state, is still missing even in the form of a lab-
scale demonstration. In combination with high-dimensional
quantum memories and coupling to local quantum processing
units such as ions, whichhave bothbeen demonstrated
recently [184, 185], a global quantum network including
possible quantum repeaters might be conceivable.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
The huge advance of quantum information science using
structured light has mainly been driven by improved tech-
nologies, pointing to the necessity of novel, improved devices
to further advance the field. Future technologies allowing for
faster modulation of the complex spatial structure of lightwill
improve quantum communication schemes, e.g. by active
compensation of disturbance in free space and fibre trans-
mission, larger secure key rates or enhanced discrimination of

qudit states. In addition, single-photon sensitive cameras with
extreme temporal resolution are promising candidates to lift
the restrictions that single-pixel detectors have on multi-
dimensional detections.

Along with such promising technological progress, the
theoretical framework has to be further investigated and
developed. Security proofs and novel protocols for high-
dimensional QKD schemes might be further optimized,
computational algorithms have to be adapted or developed to
fully account for the large state space attached to a single
photon, and error-correction schemes for high-dimensional
quantum computation have to be investigated deeper.

Apart from the promising applications, it will also be
interesting to see if structured photons and their high-
dimensional quantum states can be utilized to investigate
thenovel fundamental properties of complex high-dimen-
sional quantum states, which allow for new types of quantum
communication schemes. An example, layered quantum
communication, was recently discussed in connection to a
multipartite entangled experiment using structured photons
[186]. If both the number of photons and the number of
dimensions exceed two, the entanglement can be shared
asymmetrically, which enables one to secure information in
different layers between the involved parties.

Lastly, it should be mentioned that novel ways to couple
the spatial structure to other degrees of freedom (DOF), such
as the temporal or polarization DOF of light, may alsobe
beneficial for quantum communication tasks. The latter, for
example, leads to arotational invariant pattern, lifting the
requirement of a shared rotational reference frame [187] (see
also section 8).

Concluding remarks
Since the very first demonstration of quantum entanglement,
structured photons have been used to apply and improve
quantum communication schemes. Along with novel funda-
mental discoveries, e.g. multipartite high-dimensional entan-
glement or quantum memories for structured photons, and
rapid technological progress, the field can be considered a
major component in a possible future quantum network
boosted by high-dimensional quantum states.
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Figure 29. (a) Structured light supporting fibre and measured output
modes. From [183]. Reprinted with permission from AAAS. (b) First
outdoor free space link distributing structured photon entanglement
[180]. Copyright 2015 National Academy of Sciences, USA.(c) Two
mutually unbiased bases of seven-dimensional quantum states used
to implement QKD. Reproduced with permission from [181].
Copyright 2015 IOP Publishing Ltd and Deutsche Physikalische
Gesellschaft.
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19. Classical optical communication systems using
structured light

Alan E Willner and Guodong Xie

University of Southern California

Status
The exponentially growing demand for data capacity has
always motivated the optical communications community to
continually explore methods that can achieve higher system
capacity and spectral efficiency. Historically, multiplexing of
multiple independent data streams has provided significant
enhancements. Examples include polarization division mul-
tiplexing (PDM) and wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM). Another approach to increase capacity could be
space division multiplexing (SDM), in which multiple beams
are simultaneously transmitted and can occupy a unique
position in the spatial domain [63]. A subset of SDM is mode-
division multiplexing (MDM), in which each beam is trans-
mitted on a unique spatial mode. Moreover, themodes
are orthogonal to each other, enabling efficient (de)
multiplexing and low intermodal crosstalk; note that SDM is
compatible with PDM and WDM. One MDM approach is the
use of an orthogonal set of structured beams, such as OAM,
for which each beam has a helical transverse phase structure
of j jℓexp i ;( ) is the transverse azimuthal angle and ℓ is an
unbounded integer denoting the OAM state number. OAM
beams with different ℓ values are mutually orthogonal,
allowing them to be multiplexed together along the same
beam axis and demultiplexed with low inherent crosstalk (see
figure 30) [188]. Classical optical systems have been
demonstrated with the following selected results: (a) ∼2 Tbit
s−1 free-space transmission over 1 m using OAM and PDM
[189], (b) ∼100 Tbit s−1 free-space transmission over 1 m
using OAM, PDM, and WDM [190], (c) ∼400Gbit s−1free-
space transmission over 120 m using OAM [190], (d) ∼2 Tbit
s−1 using OAM and WDM over ∼1.1 km of specially fabri-
cated ‘vortex’ fibre for which the OAM modes exhibit rela-
tively little power coupling as they propagate [191] and (e)
using OAM to send data between two sites over 143 km
[192]. We note that there are other orthogonal modal basis
sets that could also be used for multiplexing, especially in free
space. However, OAM modes may offer the potential
advantage of being conveniently matched to many optical
subsystems due to their circular symmetry.

Current and future challenges
Several key challenges exist when implementing a classical
communication system thatis based on uniquelystructured
multiple OAM beams. In free-space transmission, the fol-
lowing are some critical issues: (1) divergence: an OAM
beam diverges faster than a regular fundamental Gaussian
beam, giving rise to increased power loss for a limited-size
receiver aperture; (2) signal power:to recover data from the
multiplexed beams, one needs to recover both their phase

information and signal power simultaneously. The phase
information enables the efficient separation of the multiplexed
beams while the signal power guarantees enough SNRfor
data recovery. Unfortunately, the amount of phase change per
unit area for an OAM beam is greatest at the beam centre,
where there is also lower signal power. Therefore, the design
trade-off between capturing the beams’ phase information and
intensity information should be carefully considered to ensure
a high SNR and low modal crosstalk. Issues (1) and (2)
combine to require a relatively larger aperture size and a more
limited total transmission distance [16]. (3) Pointing accur-
acy: orthogonality between OAM beams is ensured when all
beams are co-axially propagated and the receiver is perfectly
aligned on-axis with the beams [16]. However, any mis-
alignment among the beams or between the beams and
receiver can degrade the orthogonality due to a phase mis-
match and cause power to be coupled into other modes,
i.e.severe intermodal crosstalk. Therefore, systems should be
well aligned and might require active pointing and tracking to
ensure low crosstalk. (4) Turbulence: inhomogeneity in the
temperature, pressure and composition of the atmosphere can
lead to variations of the refractive index along the transmis-
sion path [193]. Given that there are multiple co-propagating
beams and that the orthogonality depends on the phase-front,
such atmospheric turbulence can cause both degradation of a
single OAM channel and an increase in the intermodal
crosstalk among different OAM channels.

In fibre-based OAM systems, a few key challenges
include: (1) mode launcher: accurate and careful mode
launching of an OAM mode into any type of fibre is required,
since any misalignment may cause power loss and power

Figure 30. Concept of free-space transmission with a single
transmitter and receiver aperture pair, in which each polarization
contains multiple OAM-multiplexed beams.
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coupling into the wrong modes. (2) Mode coupling:whether
using vortex fibre, few-mode fibre, or any other type of fibre,
a critical issue is the maintenance of power in the respective
modes during propagation. In all the above free space and
fibre challenges, additional signal processing may be required
for data recovery in the presence of intermodal crosstalk (see
next section).

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
The following approaches may provide potential solutions for
the above-mentioned challenges: (1) beam structuring: to deal
with the trade-off between recovering maximum phase
information and maximum signal power, novel approaches
should be pursued to optimize both of these parameters. For
example, one might pursue novel types of structured beams
that have most of the phase change and intensity concentrated
at the same location. Moreover, quasi-beam-forming could
also be potentially helpful for achieving this goal. (2) Pointing
and tracking: since misalignment is deleterious to the ortho-
gonality and modal purity of transmitted beams, highly
accurate pointing, acquisition, and tracking systems with a
feedback loop that is faster than any possible system changes
should be explored. (3) Crosstalk mitigation: in many free
space and fibre applications,crosstalk among modes may
appear. Reports have shown that adaptive optics and elec-
tronic digital signal processing (DSP) approaches can reduce
the crosstalk, such as: (a) adaptive optics: the phase distortion
of the beams can be partially compensated in the optical
domain using adaptive optics (figure 31) [193], in which a
wavefront sensor measures the wavefront distortion of the
OAM beams and a tunable phase hologram induces a con-
jugate phase on all the beams; (b) DSP: advanced electronic
digital post-processing using channel equalization DSP
algorithms that can mitigate the modal crosstalk degrada-
tionssuch that recovering multiple beams cansimultaneous-
lyprovide mutual information for ‘unwinding’ some of the
crosstalk [190]. Important future considerations on crosstalk
mitigation could focus on the potential advantages of: (i)
combining optical and electronic compensation techniques,
and (ii) combining multiple OAM beams on each of the
multiple aperture pairs (i.e.multiple-input–multiple-output).
(4) Obstruction tolerance: obstructions present a critical lim-
itation in many free-space optical links, and this is even more
so for OAM systems for which the obstruction can disrupt the
phase and cause intermodal crosstalk. It might be important to
explore beams whose phase and amplitude could survive a
partial beam obstruction. At present, ‘propagation-invariant’
structured Bessel beams have shown promise, but only over
limited distances [194]. Owing to their propagation-invar-
iance property, Bessel beams are able to ‘self-heal’,
i.e.reconstruct their complex field when subjected to an
obstruction or distortion. Therefore, it may be possible to
develop new types of structured beams suitable for tolerating

partial beam obstructions. (5) Cost-effective components:
future deployment of classical optical communication systems
using OAM will likely require the development of many
types of components [195]. In general, such components
should exhibit high performance, good dynamic range, and
low cost.

Concluding remarks
Classical optical communication systems using the multi-
plexing of structured light represents a young sub-field that
has a rich set of issues to explore, including technical chal-
lenges and potential application opportunities. Will OAM
multiplexing be deployed in future communication systems?
Right now, it is hard to predict, but the prospects are indeed
exciting in terms of the potential systems advantages. More-
over, it wouldnot be surprising if the innovations and
advances in OAM-based communication systems find appli-
cations in other areas.
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Figure 31. (a) Concept of using adaptive optics for the wavefront
correction of OAM beams. (b) OAM+1, +3, +5, +7 and +9
before and after compensation. Reproduced with permission from
[190]. Copyright 2015 The Optical Society.
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20. Structured electron matter waves

Benjamin McMorran

University of Oregon

Status
Electron matter waves can be sculpted to have non-trivial
wavefront topology and intensity distributions. These structured
electrons provide novel capabilities for electron microscopy and
spectroscopy, as well as new insights into basic physics. The
ability to coherently manipulate free electron wavefunctions
into arbitrary shapes is enabled by new tools in electron optics
such as holographic diffractive optics. For example, nanoscale
diffraction holograms were recently used to shape freely pro-
pagating electrons into quantum vortex states [6, 196]. Analo-
gous to an optical vortex, an electron vortex is a helical de
Broglie matter wave that carries quantized OAM. These and
other types of structured electron wavefunctions show promise
for nanoscale imaging and spectroscopy. Challenges, advance-
ments, and future possibilities of this work are outlined here.

Both electrons and light evolve in free space according to
formally equivalent wave equations:the Helmholtz equation
in the case of light and the time-independent Schrodinger
equation in the case of electron matter waves. Thus, any type
of structured lightwave that solves the Helmholtz equation,
such as OAM beams, can also be created in a non-relativistic,
mono-energetic electron wavefunction. With this in mind,
several research groups independently demonstrated electron
OAM beams [6, 196, 197] by coherently sculpting free
electron matter waves into helical structures. Other types of
structured electron matter waves have since been demon-
strated, such as Bessel [198] and Airy beams [199].

While the electron can be manipulated in analogous ways
to the photon, its rest mass and charge provide unique appli-
cations for structured electron wavefunctions that are inacces-
sible with structured light. For example, charged electron OAM
beams can be focused down to Ångström length scales
[200, 201], anddisplay unusual interactions with magnetic fields
[202, 203] and chiral materials [204]. Unlike photon OAM,
electron OAM can directly excite dipole transitions in atoms
through the Coulomb interaction. Not only can this lead to new
selection rules in electron–atom interactions, but it can also be
used for magnetic dichroism at atomic length scales [205–209].
Structured electrons have also recently been used to enhance
phase contrast intransmission electron microscopy (TEM),
providing the ability to image electron-transparent objects at
small beam doses and improved spatial resolution [210].

Current and future challenges
The physics of structured electrons presents unique exper-
imental challenges. For example, in proposed electron orbital
dichroism experiments, a high-intensity electron vortex beam
with precise phase must be focused down to the size of a
single atom and positioned with sub-Ångström accuracy
[205–209]. Furthermore, the electron wavelengths are typi-
cally 100 000 times smaller than optical wavelengths, and

interact much more strongly with matter. Special tools
developed to sculpt electrons can be divided into two cate-
gories: holographic and non-holographic methods.

Non-holographic electron wavefront sculpting techniques
are borrowed from optics. Spiral phase plates [197] and
cylindrical lens mode converters [211] have both been devel-
oped for electrons. Uniquely, electron OAM can also be gen-
erated upon propagation through magnetic spiral phase plates
provided by the field of a magnetic monopole [212], which can
be approximated by the field surrounding the tip of a magnetic
needle [213, 214]. The advantages of such non-holographic
methods for electron vortex beams is that they build on existing
electron phase plate technology and can be extremely efficient,
converting nearly all of the incident electrons into OAM beams.
Another advantage of some of these techniques is that the OAM
can be dynamically controlled, which enables detecting small
OAM-dependent signals using lock-in techniques. However, as
in light optics, it is extremely difficult to achieve pure OAM
states with precise phase using these non-holographic methods.

Holographic electron wavefront sculpting utilizes
nanoscale diffractive optical elements [6, 196, 215–218] to
coherently manipulate electrons. In principle, diffraction
holograms offer a way to sculpt the phase of structured
electrons with higher fidelity than non-holographic methods,
since the phase can be precisely controlled by the position of
grooves or slits in a mask. However, when using nanofabri-
cated diffraction holograms in TEMs, the diffraction angle of
picometre-wavelength electrons from fabricated features in
the holograms is quite small. Thus, it can be difficult to isolate
a particular phase-engineered diffracted beam from amongst
the rest of the diffraction orders. Furthermore, only a fraction
of the original electron-beam gets diffracted.

A challenge and opportunity for holographic electron
optics is presented by a need to tune the electron phase structure

Figure 32. Sculpted electrons, such as electron vortex beams, can
interact with matter in new ways due to the non-trivial topology of
the wavefront. Electron vortex beams are produced using nanofab-
ricated diffraction holograms. Panels (a, b) reproduced with
permission from [216]. Copyright 2014 IOP Publishing Ltd.
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dynamically. Nanofabricated diffraction holograms are not
adjustable, and can only be used to imprint a static phase dis-
tribution onto the beam. However, in many current and future
applications, it is desirable to have an electron optical equivalent
of an SLM, which can be re-programmed to rapidly adjust the
spatial phase of the electron beam at will. Such a device,an
electron wavefront modulator,would provide the ability to
compensate for unwanted fluctuating aberrations inherent to
electron optical systems, or to dynamically adjust the electron
wavefronts to suit the immediate needs of an experiment. For
example, in electron orbital dichroism experiments, a pro-
grammable wavefront modulator could be used to rapidly
switch the OAM of the probe beam without changing any other
imaging conditions, dramatically easing experimental difficulty.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
As in optical computer-generated holography, the design of a
diffractive hologram is computed from the simulated interference
pattern between a desired electron wavefunction and a reference
wave. When the pattern is fabricated into a mask and then illu-
minated by a spatially coherent electron beam, the time-reverse of
the simulation occurs in actuality:electrons diffract from the
structure and evolve such that the desired wavefront is repro-
duced. The location and curvature of the lines in the hologram
encodes the phase structure of the diffracted beam. For example,
forked linear gratings (figure 32a) and spiral circular grating
(zoneplate, figure 32b) give rise to helical electron wavefronts
with characteristic dark spots at the center of the beams.

The nanofabricated hologram is installed in an electron
microscope’s beam-forming aperture, and a Fourier transform
of the hologram is produced at the specimen plane of the
instrument. Thus, minimizing the grating periodicity of the
hologram maximizes the separation between diffracted elec-
tron beams. Maximizing the hologram area provides a larger
numerical aperture for smaller focused spots.

We have developed a fabrication technique for nanoscale
material gratings that produce high-intensity, isolated diffracted
electron beams with precisely engineered wavefront topology.
We typically mill hologram patterns onto 20–150 nm thick
metal-coated silicon nitride membranes. These are mechanically
robust, thermally stable, and commercially available, and can be
transparent to electrons. We use direct, low-level control of a

focused ion beam to sequentially mill grooves with 80 nm
spatial periodicity covering 50 μm diameter areas. We also
control the depth, width, and shape profile of the groove in
order to maximize the diffracted intensity into particular orders,
for example using blazed grating or sinusoidal surface profiles
to suppress unwanted diffraction orders [216]. In an aberration-
corrected scanning TEM, nanofabricated holograms can pro-
duce multiple structured probes with 1.2 Ångström diameters
[200, 201]. Table 1 summarizes these advancements.

While a dynamically programmable, reconfigurable elec-
tron wavefront modulator does not yet exist, advance-
ments in the semiconductor industry may point a path to this. A
CMOS-based digital pattern generator module for electrons has
been developed [219] for use in reflective electron beam
lithography (REBL) [220]. The pattern generator module con-
sists of an array of micron-sized electrostatic mirrors for elec-
trons that selectively reflect or absorb electrons. The device is
currently optimized for use as a digital binary mask to imprint
an intensity pattern onto an electron beam, yet with improved
spatial and voltage resolution, this technology could be used to
diffract electrons, providing an SLM-like device for electrons.

Concluding remarks
Nanoscale diffraction holograms are a new technology for
coherently sculpting electron matter waves with unusual
properties. For example, electron vortices demonstrate that
particles with charge and mass can occupy quantized orbital
states in free space with a simple physical explanation in
terms of collections of skewed trajectories [196, 221]. Several
research groups are utilizing structured electron wavefunc-
tions in electron microscopes as a new way ofinvestiga-
tingchirality, magnetism, and structure of materials in new
ways at the nanoscale. Future improvements in electron dif-
fractive optics will foster a new era of electron microscopy.
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Table 1. A list of challenges and solution strategies for structuring electron matter waves.

Challenge Strategy Status

Precisely structure phase Diffractive, not refractive, optics Sculpt phase with 100 mrad precision
Maximize beam intensity Transparent blazed phase gratings Diffracting up to 80% of incident beam
Control intensity profile Apodization by varying diffraction efficiency Demonstrated pure Gaussian modes
Atom-sized beam focus Large area hologram ∅50 μm area

Aberration correction →1.2 Å probe
Isolate structured beams Nanoscale grating 80 nm pitch

Blazed or sinusoidal →25 μrad (63 nm apart)
Stability Maximize lifetime Weeks of use before cleaning
Dynamic tunability Adjustable electron wavefront modulator Digital pattern generator
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21. Structuring light in time

Andrew M Weiner

Purdue University

Status
Methods allowing thetransformation of mode-locked laser
pulses into nearly arbitrarily shaped, user defined waveforms
were introduced more than two decades ago. Commonly
termed pulse shaping [222, 223], these methods rely on
spectral dispersion to spatially separate,and subsequently
recombine,the frequency components making up a broad-
band input pulse. While separated, the phase and amplitude
(and sometimes the polarization) of the dispersed optical
frequency components can be manipulated in parallel using
various SLM technologies. The result is Fourier synthesis:
after the frequencies are put back together, the output wave-
form is determined by the inverse Fourier transform of the
spatial pattern transferred onto the complex optical spectrum
(figure 33). Pulse shaping has found widespread applications
both in technology and ultrafast optical science. User defined
ultrafast waveforms have been used to explore coherent laser
control over photochemical reactions and quantum mechan-
ical processes, in theimplementation of multi-dimensional
optical spectroscopies, and in compressing pulses to durations
approaching the oscillation period of visible light. Pulse
shaping is used to compensate dispersion to deliver the
shortest possible pulses at the foci of microscope objectives
for nonlinear biomedical imaging and laser machining, and to
achieve distortion-free propagation of femtosecond pulses
over 50 km fibre spans. Specializations of optical pulse
shaping geometries have been engineered to realize com-
mercial wavelength-selective switches and gain equalizers
that are widely deployed within today’s lightwave commu-
nications network; some of these specializations were sub-
sequently generalized to provide full pulse shaping capability
in robust, fibre optic compatible formats that have now
become increasingly popular for applications in microwave
photonics. These commercial implementations [224] provide
a good calibration for the technical state of the art: simulta-
neous amplitude and phase shaping is possible across the 5
THz bandwidth of the lightwave C-band with a spectral
resolution of 10 GHz, enabling generation of waveforms
where the number of independently controllable temporal
features (the time-bandwidth product) is of theorder of 500.
Further advances in shaping light on an ultrafast time scale
will enhance current applications and enable new applications
beyond the broad set already established.

Current and future challenges
Although pulse shaping methods already enable generation of
light that is highly structured both in frequency and time,
fields that may be realized are still far from arbitrary. For
example, most pulse shaping works in the group-of-lines
regime, where the ultrafast field is controlled at a resolution

that is coarse compared to the spacing of individual optical
frequency components. A fundamental consequence is that
shaped waveforms occur in isolated bursts much shorter than
the repetition period. One important direction in pulse shap-
ing over the last decade was inspired by the development of
optical frequency comb lasers, awarded the 2005 Nobel Prize
in Physics for their tremendous impact on precision frequency
metrology and allied fields. Optical frequency comb sources
highlight the discrete nature of the mode-locked spectrum and
provide a stable phase relationship between adjacent pulses in
a mode-locked train [225]. This led to the quest for line-by-
line shaping, also termed optical arbitrary waveform genera-
tion, in which spectral control is exercised independently on
individual comb lines, with the consequence that the shaped
field now expands to fill time [226, 227]. A challenge was that
mode-locked laser frequency combs generally have line spa-
cing below ∼1 GHz, too fine to be resolved by most pulse
shapers. Therefore, line-by-line shaping was achieved by
using alternate frequency comb sources, such as those based
on strong external phase modulation of a single frequency
laser. Such electro-optic combs offer frequency spacing into
the tens of GHz range and substantial versatility, but still lack
the high stability of mode-locked laser combs.

There are several additional limitations. Shaped pulses
are still constrained in both group-of-lines and line-by-line
regimes to repeat periodically at the repetition rate of the input
laser. The reprogramming time of the pulse shaper is itself
generally limited to milliseconds, orders of magnitude slower
than the repetition rate of mode-locked lasers and other fre-
quency combs. Therefore, applications in telecommunications
and radio-frequency systems that may require new informa-
tion to be imprinted on successive waveforms are not sup-
ported. The number of individual control elements in pulse
shapers, although substantial, remains much below the tens or
hundreds of thousands of spectral lines found in some fre-
quency comb sources. Existing methods focus predominantly
on shaping the phase and amplitude of the field envelope,
whereas shaping control at the optical carrier level is needed
for ultrafast optics research now pushing beyond the slowly

Figure 33. Femtosecond pulse shaper arrangement and representa-
tive ultrafast waveforms.
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varying envelope approximation for manipulation of single-
cycle visible light and sub-femtosecond short wavelength
fields. Conventional pulse shaping is strictly one-dimensional,
meaning that light is structured only in time (equivalently
optical frequency); extension to multiple dimensions, allow-
ing programmable generation of nonseparable space-time
fields, could enable control of propagation in complex, highly
scattering media or of coupling to resonant nanophotonic
antennas. Finally, miniaturization of pulse shapers (including
the source laser) is highly desirable for certain applications.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
Strong momentum in the field of photonic integration pro-
vides opportunities to address several (not all) of the chal-
lenges mentioned. Already several groups have demonstrated
pulse shaping functionality in chip-level devices. Different
material platforms bring different advantages and dis-
advantages. A pulse shaper with an impressive 64 channels of
phase and amplitude control has been reported in silica inte-
grated optics, but with thermo-optic control limited to
aroundthe millisecond level [228]. Pulse shapers based on
indium phosphide (InP) have also been explored. InP tech-
nology offers the possibility of active devices such as on-chip
lasers and optical amplifiers as well as modulator structures
capable of operation beyond 10 GHz and is deployed for
today’s coherent lightwave communications, but experiences
greater challenges compared to silica in demultiplexing clo-
sely spaced wavelength channels. The existence of fast
modulators offers the tantalizing possibility of achieving
independent updates of successively shaped waveforms, but
due to extreme challenges associated with bringing in a large
multiplicity of GHz-class electrical control signals, will only
be achieved with substantial investment to realize either tight
co-packaging or even on-chip electronic–photonic integration
of high speed electronic drivers. In any integrated technology,
spectral resolution will likely be limited to ten or a few tens of
GHz, so high repetition rate sources are desired. Here fre-
quency combs generated via nonlinear wave mixing in optical
microresonators are a promising possibility [229]. Such
‘micro-combs’ have been demonstrated in chip-level struc-
tures based on silicon nitride, high index glass, and others,
and offer repetition rates from tens to even hundreds of GHz.
As one example, our group at Purdue is working with an
industrial collaborator towards the realization of a hybrid
packaged silicon nitride micro-comb feeding an InP pulse
shaper with sub-microsecond reprogramming times for
applications in agile RF photonic filtering [230].

For other purposes, free-space pulse shapers are likely to
continue to offer performance levels unattainable with inte-
grated approaches. LCOSSLMs are now available with
>106 control pixels arranged in a 2Dgeometry, orders of

magnitude higher compared to previously utilized 1D SLMs
or integrated optics. The vastly increased pixel count opens
many new possibilities, the most obvious of which is attain-
ment of alarger time-bandwidth product. A pulse shaper with
an innovative cross-dispersion arrangement that separates
optical frequency components in 2D has achieved a time-
bandwidth product of 1600, limited by the source (figure 34)
[231]. Orders of magnitude higher should be possible. A
second possibility is to generate a spatial array of waveforms
that are shaped independently in time, i.e.programmable
space-time fields to investigate the ability to achieve focusing
simultaneously in space and time, deep within highly scat-
tering media such as tissues.

Concluding remarks
In this article we have very briefly considered structuring
ultrafast light fields in time via optical pulse shaping,
including research challenges and prospects. Many applica-
tions have already become common, both in optical tech-
nology and in ultrafast optical science, and more are expected.
Additional impact is expected by connecting to other concepts
discussed elsewhere in this roadmap, such as exploring spatial
degrees of freedom for arbitrary ultrafast space-time fields,
bringing in polarization degrees of freedom, and generalizing
pulse shaping to nonclassical light. Research on such con-
nections is already underway but is still in its early stages.
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Figure 34. Dispersion of optical frequencies in 2D at the Fourier
plane of a pulse shaper, without (a) and with (b) spectral shaping.
Adapted with permission from [231]. Copyright 2008 the Optical
Society.
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22. Tailoring light at the source

Andrew Forbes

University of the Witwatersrand

Status
Structured light may be created by a variety of techniques
external to the source [232], including all the eigenmodes
typically found from sources [233], e.g., free-space modes in
the form of Laguerre–Gaussian, Bessel–Gaussian and Her-
mite–Gaussian beams, the linearly polarizedmodes of opti-
cal fibres, waveguide modes and so on. Using SLMs, such
eigenmodes can be created with very high fidelity, mimick-
ing complex sources. Historically, refractive and diffractive
elements have been used to create novel light fields, for
example, the creation of flat-top beams for laser materials
processing, employing intensity shaping by the dynamic
phase of light [234]. Because such elements modulate only
the phase, a two-step approach is often employed. Complex
amplitude modulation with liquid crystal devices (e.g.,
SLMs) has allowed a myriad of novel beams to be created
easily with rewritable holograms in a single step, replacing
the expensive and labour intensive ‘hard-coded’ glass optical
elements. The geometric phase of light may also be used to
tailor light and has become a ubiquitous tool for the creation
of vector vortex beams, using so-called q-plates, although of
course this design approach is not restricted to a particular
class of beam.

The aforementioned tools are generally used for the
control of low-intensity beams external to the source. This
truism may be extended even to high-dimensional entangle-
ment experiments with spatial modes of light: the quantum
state is typically determined by post selection rather than
engineered at the source. Such structured light fields have
been used in a variety of applications as detailed in this
roadmap. However,in many applications there is a need to
tailor the light at the source, which in the case of lasers we
will refer to as intra-cavity mode control.

Laser cavities are natural filters of noise, and thus hold
promise for the generation of ultra-pure modes. They are also
able to compensate directly for shaping-induced losses, vital
in applications where photons are precious (e.g., remote laser
operation). Many decades ago amplitude masking was used to
produce Laguerre–Gaussian and Hermite–Gaussian modes
from gas and solid state lasers; later phase-only elements were
used to create arbitrary beam profiles from such lasers [234],
while more modern approaches combine these tools in the
form of intra-cavity SLMs [235] for on-demand mode control.
Many exciting advances have been made, notably the con-
trolled generation of OAM modes and vector vortex beams
directly from solid state laser cavities [236]. Such laser sys-
tems have found many applications, for example, in laser
machining with structured light.

Current and future challenges
The challenge is to create robust sources capable of producing
spatial modes of a desired type, on demand, and with high
purity. The demonstration of a digital laser [235] was a
positive step in this direction, but this is a bulky solution that
is limited to low power applications.

Importantly, in many applications the demand on the
source is high power or compactness, the latter to facilitate
integrated photonic solutions. No laboratory demonstrations
to date have satisfied all these criteria in one device.

Ironically, it is the mode purity that also remains a
challenge. The standard laser cavity design approach guar-
antees that the desired mode has the lowest loss, but does not
speak to the mode competition due to otherlow-loss modes.
As a result, it remains a challenge to ensure that the cavity
produces a mode of sufficient purity.

Only recently has the geometric phase control of light
been employed as an intra-cavity mode-selecting tool, pro-
ducing high-order Poincaré sphere beams, and controlling the
helicity of OAM modes [236]. The advantage lies in the
degrees of freedom available to select a multitude of modes
from the same device. Controlling the spatial intensity, phase
and polarization remains a topic of intense research today.
Polarization control has mostly been limited to cylindrical
vector vortex beams by exploiting birefringence in certain
laser crystals, but no examples exist of laser cavities that
produce arbitrary spatial polarization patterns.

One of the main challenges is to miniaturize such sys-
tems to achieve compactness, and to find exotic approaches
beyond conventional laser resonators to enable integrated on-
chip sources of structured light. Finally, most research has
concentrated on the generation of the mode, with emphasis on
purity and mode selection, but little attention has been paid to
the efficiency and power output of the system.

Advances in science and technology to meet
challenges
Integrated and compact solutions for mode control at the
source require technologies that enable miniaturization. One
exciting prospect is novel structured materials, appropriately
engineered to generate structured light [237]. Developments

Figure 35. Structured light pattern (left) from a high energy laser
producing 5.3 J, compared to the default Gaussian beam from the
same laser (right) with 250 mJ. The left-handpattern was created
usingan intra-cavity diffractive mirror. Both shown at the same
scale.
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inmetamaterials [21] and nanostructured materials may hold
promise in this regard [109], particularly for integration with
fibre optical delivery of structured fields, while early work on
organic laser systems suggests a new technology in the future
for energy efficient sources of structured light [238]. Inte-
grated silicon photonics, with on-chip generation of novel
light fields, have already been demonstrated [111, 239] and
applied, for example, in communications.

To achieve compactness in laser systems one requires
monolithic design approaches, and here microchip lasers are
an exciting technology. While these systems presently do not
allow intra-cavity optics, mode control has been demonstrated
through gain control (doping) and pump control [240].

A major challenge that remains is to realize these tech-
nologies at the high-power levels required for industrial
applications: lasers for materials processing can exceed
kilowatt power levels. Few of the structured light solutions to
date can tolerate such power levels (remember that circulating

intensity inside a laser can be many times greater than the
output). Technologies such as deformable mirrors, which can
handle high powers, do not have the necessary stroke for
arbitrary mode creation. This topic remains largely untouched
and will surely be a subject of intense research in the future.

Concluding remarks
Solutions for structured light at the source lag behind exter-
nally modulated solutions by some way, but are steadily
gaining ground. The merging of materials and light engi-
neering shows tremendous promise for integrated solutions,
while monolithic laser designs may address the compactness
issues. To date few solutions are viable at the high-power
levels and this remains a challenge if structured light beams
are to be used in industrial laser applications.
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